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ABSTRACT

Kennedy, Carol ine Joyce. ltl.Sc., Ef f ect of early bl ight on potato yields in

l,lanitoba and epidemiology of the disease. llajor professor: Dr. Roger Rim-

mer.

Field trials with tv,ro potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) cultivars Norland and

Russet Burbank were conducted in 1983 and 1984 to evaluate the effect of

early bl ight, caused by fungal pathogen Alternaria solani Sorauerr orì yield

under ltlanitoba conditions. To generate different disease epidemics various

schedules of fungicide (mancozeb) appl ication were used.

In t983 disease did not become epidemic; maximum early bl ight severities

were under 22. In 1984 a single mid-July fungal inoculation applied to only

half"of the plots increased disease severity of both cultivars. Average

severity with respect to spray schedule ranged from O? for the initial rat-

ings of both cultivars to ì.|.22 and 6O.62 for the final ratings of plots re-

ceiving zero fungicide appl ications (cultivars Russet Burbank and Norland'

respectively). Trends toward reduced yield as early bl ight intensity in-

creased were apparent, älthough significant only for cultivar Norland in

1984, where marketable tuber weight was increased as much as 19.32 in plots

sprayed weekly compared to unsprayed plots

Disease assessment data and yieìd data were subjected to regression anal-

ysis in order to define models for estimating yield. t'tultiple point models

using early bl ight severity or defol iation assessments as the independent

variables provided the best yield prediction models for cultivar Norland,

-iv-



explaining over 60? of the variation in yield; for cultivar Russet Burbank

multiple point models using defol iation assessments as the independent vari-

ables explained almost 5OZ ot the variation in yield.

Environmental conditions within the potato plant canopy (cultivar Russet

Burbank) h,ere mon i tored at tþ,ro l ocat ions i n llan i toba dur i ng 1982, 1983, and

1984 in order to compare early bl ight disease progression, through disease

assessments and spore trapping, with ambient air temperature, relative hu-

midity, duration of leaf wetness, and rainfal l. Disease severity was more

severe at Graysville in .|983

explained in part by drought

ness (1984) at Graysvi I le.

all three years; numbers

each year,' at which time

crop.

and 1984 than at Portage la Prairie; this was

stress (.l983) and Ionger periods of ìeaf wet-

Spore counts h,ere similar at both locations in

of spores trapped increased near the end of July

only a few initial lesions were visible on the
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCT I ON

Early bl ight has long been recognized as a disease of solanaceous croPs

and appears nearly everywhere these crops are grov,rn (Hooker, 198ì; Rich,

l983).Thecausalagentofpotatoearlyblightis@.E.*.!.!so-

rauer. F¡rst described as a l,ìacrosporium bl ight by El t is and l'lartin' it was

later differentiated from late bl ight and renamed !. solani by Jones and

Grout in 1896 (Rands, ì917). Also in the same year, but slightly in advance

ofJonesandGrout,Sorauernamedthefungus@solani(Rands'

t9l7). This fungus is also currently classified as Alternaria dauci f. sp.

solani and {. porri f. sp. solani. However, A. solani is the most w¡dely

accepted classif ication (n¡cn, 1983) .

Symptoms characteristic of early bl ight infection are circular or angular

necrotic lesions consisting of several dark concentric rings which give the

spots a target board appearance (Agrios, .|978; Hooker, 1983; Rich, 1983).

Lesions are generally restricted by leaf venation, aìthough chlorosis may be

associated with the entire leaf. Typical ly the infection appears first on

older lower leaves and later appears as indefinite fìecks on young upper

Ieaves. When severe, the infection can also occur on stems and leaf pet-

ioles. Alternaria solani can also infect the tubers. Lesions developing on

the tubers are general ly dark, sl ightly sunken leathery patches beneath

which the tissue is often water-soaked.

-t
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As a member of the Deuteromycetes, this fungus has a reìatively simple

I ifecycle, with no known sexual reproductive cycle. Overwintered mycel ium

on plant debris or overwintered asexually produced conidia initiate the pri-

mary infections of an epidemic. Penetration occurs directly through the

plant tissue or via stomates or wounds. Then haustoria are produced. The

mycel ium is haploid and crosswal led. Portions of the mycel ium differentiate

into short erect conidiophores upon which are borne single conidia. The

conidia are blown away or washed away and cause repeated generations of sec-

ondary infections.

Potato early bl ight has

losses in yield described bY

ease is currently controlled

are no system¡c fungicides

different spray regimes have

however, these recommendations v,rere also inconsistent. Furthermore' fungi-

cide labels directing the use of the product are often v'rr¡tten for control

of more than one disease where early blight is not necessarily the primary

target.

There were approximately 40,0OO acres of potatoes grown in l'lanitoba in

1983, of which 78.6% were grown for processing, .|3.2o¿ for tabìestock, and

8.2? for seed (Lee, .|983). l,lajor yield losses have been attributed to weed

infestation, drought, and disease. Potato early bl ight is prevalent in most

of the potato production areas of l,tanitoba and is of ten the primary spray

target. Growers have been known to spray the¡r crops as often as seven

times during a season to protect against early bl ight (personaì communica-

tion: John flurta, 1983). Cost of one fungicide appl icat¡on ranged from ap-

been recognized to affect yield) although the

various sources are not consistent. This dis-

by protective fungicide appl icationsr âS there

avai lable for treatment. Throughout the years

been recommended for control I ing this disease;
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prox¡matel'f 6-16 Aotìars per acre in 0ntario in 1983, depending on the chem-

i cal s used (Campbel I , 1983) .

The objectives of this study were threefold:

l. To evaluate the relationship between early bl ight disease and potato

yield under l¿lani toba condi tions.

2. To evaluate the environmental conditions most influencing the devel-

opment of early bl ight, âS detected by spore counts and disease

assessments.

3. From the previous relationships, to determine factors which could

help time initial and subsequent fungicide applications.

The two potato cultivars examined in this project v',ere Russet Burbank and

Norland, tv,,o of the ten leading cultivars in North America (Thornton and

Sieczka, l98O). The Russet Burbank cuìtivar, released in 1876, is a good

qual ity, late-maturing cultivar used for processing and tablestock. The

Norland cultivar, released much later in 1957, is an early cultivar general-

ìy used for fresh market.



2.1 ALTERNARIA SOLANI

The causal agent of early blight of potatoes has

(Alexopoulos and l¡1ims, 1979):

Subdivi s i on Deuteromycoti na

Class ....Deuteromycetes

Subclass.. ..Hyphomycetidae

0rder .....|'lonÎ I iaceae

Fami 1y.... ...Dematiaceae

Genus . .Al ternar i a

Species... . 

"*t
As a member of the Deuteromycetes, th¡s fungus has no known sexual cycle.

Primary infections are produced by overwintered asexual spores or mycelia on

debris (Agrios, 1978; Rands, 1917; Rich, 1983). After successful germina-

tion, penetration, and colonization of host tissue, upFight, septate

conidiophores, 5-90 pm x 8-9 rrm (Rich, 1983), are produced and upon these

are borne dark-coìoured single conidia. The conidia are blown or washed

ahray, providing inoculum for secondary infection (Waggoner and Horsfal l,

196Ð. The conidia are smooth, rigid spores with few longitud¡nal and 9-'l'l

transverse crosswalls and with a tapered apex ending in a long filament or

beak (Hooker, l98l; Joly, 1967). The average length of spore without the

Chapter I I

L ITERATURE REVI EW

the following taxonomy

-4-
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beak section is 70-90¡m with a width averaging 1J-20 pn (Joly, 196Ð. In

l9'f7 Rands recorded the average total size as 200x17 pm. The spore has

characteristics similar to some other Alternaria dauci forms (.loly, 1967) .

Cultures of A. solani can be identified by a typical discolouration of

the growing medium (Easton et al 1975; Rands, 1917i Venette and Harrison,

197Ð. 0n potato-dextrose agar (PDA) a clear yellow p¡gmentation spreads in

advance of the mycel ium and beneath the mycel ium the colour is typical ly

deep purple (Easton g! gI, 1975:' Rands, l9l7). However, after several gen-

erations in pure culture, the colour may disappear (Rands, l9'17). The colo-

ny can also be identified by inoculating susceptible foliage to produce the

typical early bl ight di sease symptoms (Easton et al , 197Ð .

Sporulation is usually absent on PDA (Easton 4 ¿I, 197Ð¡ however, vari-

ous techniques to induce abundant sporulation of A. solani have been devel-

oped (Douglas and Pavek, 1971; Lukens, 1960; Shahin and Shepard, 197Ð.

Lukens (l9eO, 1963) reported that I ight stimulated conidiophore production

but inhibited spore production. Later Lukens (1966) found spore production

could occur in I ight at temperatures bqlow 23oC . l,lore recently, methods of

inducing sporulation involved slashing or blending young active cultures

grobrn on a primary medium. The mycelial bìocks or liquid were then trans-

ferred to fresh media (Douglas and Pavek, l97l), special sporulation media

(Stranin and Shepard, 197Ð, or f ilter paper (Lukens, 1960) . Then the treat-

ed cultures v,,ere incubated for various time periods in darkness (Lukens,

1960; Shahin and Shepard,1979) or in light but at cool temperatures (Doug-

las and Pavek, 1971; Lukens, 1966) .
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A variety of methods have also been used to obtain infection on host

plants. l,lany researchers rel ied at least partly on natural inoculum for in-

fection (n¡ael-Rahman, 1977; Douglas and Groskopp, 197\; Easton et al 1975;

Easton and Nagle, 1985; Feddersen, 1962; Franc et al, 1983 Harrison g! g!,

1965a,b,ci Harrison and Venette, 1970¡ Lahman et al, l98t¡ Rands, l9l7; Ro-

tem and Reichert, '1964; Soltanpour and Harrison, 197\; Teng and Bissonnette'

1985a; Venette and Harrison, f973). Others sprayed the experimental rows

with an f. solani spore suspension where the spores were produced in vitro

(Barclay g! g!, 1973; Douglas and Pavek, 1972; Lahman et al, l98l; l'lacKen-

zie, l98lb; Venette and Harrison, 197Ð. Some inoculated rspreader rov,,s' to

create artificially high spore loads (Barclay et g!' 1973i Douglas and Gros-

kopp, 197Ð. l,lanzer and llerriam (1974) found that previously infected de-

bris provided an excellent source of inocuìum. Dhiman et al (198t) produced

inoculum by blending r{,ater with seven-day old A. solani cultures grown on

PDA and fi ltering the puree through glass wool. They found the mycel ial

fragments made very effective infective units.

2.2 EFFECT OF INVIRONI.IENTAL FACTORS ON D ISEASE PHENOLOGY

In the literature concerning early blight there are discrepancies about

the nature of the cl imatic conditions responsible for early bl ight epidem-

ics. Rands (lgl7) cited the work of three early researchers: L.R. Jones,

who named the disease'early blight', found both warm dry weather followed

by a moister period or cool dry weather favoured the disease; Rolfs de-

scribed the disease on tomatoes as being more prevalent in moist v,rarm sea-

sons; however, after 20 years of observations, Lutman felt early blight was

arrdisease of the drier seasons". Rands (tglZ), himself, suggested that in

combinat¡on with a host in a weakened condition, the necessary weather con-
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d¡tions for optimum progression of the epidemic were relatively high

temperatures with mo¡st periods of high relative humidity and dew or rain.

Whetzel (1923) observed a severe epidemic in Bermuda in which the warm

weather and overly abundant rainfal l, initial ly providing for excel lent crop

growth, promoted the epidemic. l,loore (1942) observed'rappreciable" leafspot

incidence with as l¡ttÌe as four hours of humidity'rsufficient to cause ac-

cumulation of dewrron tomato foliage. Harrison et g!- (1965a) felt their re-

sults supported research finding the disease to berrfavoured by warmer' more

moist conditionsrr because these conditions were conducive to heavier spore

production. But they also observed that disease severity was as great in a

cool dry year as in a warm moist one.

After reading the avai lable I ¡terature and performing smal I experiments'

Waggoner and Horsfal I (1969) publ ished a computer simulation program cal led

EPlDEl4. When fed appropriate data, the program simulated the progress curve

of an early bl ight epidemic on tomatoes. In developing this program, they

explored some of the apparent discrepancies about the weather conditions

which promoted early bl ight epidemics. They considered the I ife cycle of

the fungus as component subprocesses and found that each subprocess had dif-

ferent opt¡mum conditions. For instance, germination and infection were

promoted by warm wet weather, while lesion enlargement was promoted by cool

wet weather. Light and warm wet conditions promoted conidiophore produc-

tion, but darkness and cool wet conditions promoted conidia production.

Dissemination of the spores occurred most readi ly under windy' dry con-

ditions or in periods of heavy rainfall.
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2.2.1 Conidiophore Þroduction

Lukens (ì960, 1963) observed conidiophore formation occurred in the

I ight, âlthough continuous I ight inhibited conidia production. The number

of conidiophores produced increased with the number of exposures to light

regardless of temperature (Waggoner and Horsfall, 196Ði the optimum temper-

ature for differentiation of conidiophores was 220C (Horsfal I and Lukens,

l97l), 4-6oC below the optimum temperature for normal hyphal growth. No

conidiophores were produced at temperatures greater than 32oC (llaggoner and

Horsfal l, 1969) . liloisture was found to promote conidiophore formation' but

a dry environment did not prevent ¡t (Waggoner and Horsfall, 1969).

2.2.2 Spore lnitiation

Johnson and Halpin (1952) found that I ight intensities greater than 200

foot candles inhibited spore production in A. solani. Lukens (lge¡) found

that it was actually wavelengths in the blue range that inhibited spore ini-

tiation, but that the inhibition could be reversed by exposure to red light.

He later (1966) reported that at temperatures ìess than 23oC light did not

inhibit spore production; the optimum temperature in light was ìloC . Luk-

ens and Horsfaì I (lggg) found that after l6 hours at 230C aì I conidiophores

had initiated spores and when previously in¡t¡ated spores hrere exposed to

I ight they continued to mature. Rands' (1917) data shoþ'red sporulation oc-

curred during moist periods. Waggoner and Horsfal I (lggg), hobtever, found

that it could also occur during dry periods, although the amount of sporula-

tion was reduced. Bashi and Rotem (197Ð found sporulation of A. 9]3gi v{as

increased by a regime of short interrupted wet periods, like those found

during diurnal conditions, as compared to a long continuous v{et per¡od.
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2.2.3 Spore Dispersal

Harrison g! g! ('1965a) found the period of maximum spore release, between

9:00 am - 3:00 pm, coincided with the end of dew periods and with increasing

wind velocities. Relatively few spores vJere released at night. Rotem

1196a) also observed this diurnal dispersal pattern. Again, maximum spore

dispersal coincided with increasing wind velocities and drying of dew. Six-

ty percent of spores rârere released between 10:00 am and 2:00 pm. Peak dis-

persal occurred around ll:00 am, preceding the driest, hottest,, and windiest

part of the day by 2-\ hours. Spores were not dispersed by wind from wet

leaves (Rotem, 1964); however, spores could be dispersed by raînfall (Wag-

goner and Horsf.all, 1969). Nutter (1978) found that heavy rainfalì rwashed

outt A. solani spores from the air. Occasionally spores were also dispersed

by chewing insects (Greider et al, 1978). A. solani spores were found to be

extremely resistant to both heat and drought; relative humid¡t¡es between

14? and 388 were optimaì for survival (Rotem, 1968).

The number of spores trapped increased dramatically in a period from near

the middle to the end of the growing season (Harrison g! f, 1965a). This

time period coincided hr¡th an increase of disease. Harrison et al (1965a)

postulated that this increase in spore numbers indicated the beginning of

the period of secondary spread of the organ¡sm. Rotem (1964) found the

highest rate of spore dispersal occurred in the final stage of disease and

was dependent on physiological age of the crop and weather conditions.
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2.2.\ Dissemination

To become airborne, spores must escape the boundary layer that surrounds

fol iage surfaces (Legg and Bainbridge, 1978). The thickness of this laminar

boundary layer is dependent on turbulence; movement of air in plant canopies

is almost always turbulent (l'lonteith, 1973). Thus, ¡t is the wind speed

within the crop that determines the thickness of this boundary layer. Gen-

erally mean wind speed within a crop is about l/10 that I meter above the

crop (Legg and Bainbridge, 1978).

Studies show that once spores are airborne, spore dispersal is greatest

in the direction of air movement (Hirst and Stedman, l96Ob; Waggoner, 1952\.

However, concentration of the spores in the atmosphere drops rapidly with

distance, accounting for the occurrence of primary infection foci (þlaggoner'

1962). Also, after there is one active lesion in a field, the danger of in-

fection from hr¡th¡n the field is generally greater than the danger of infec-

tion from foreign inoculum (Waggoner, 1962). Zadoks and Schein (.|979) and

Legg and Bainbridge (1978) provide in depth discussion on disease gradients

from various inoculum sources and on deposition of spores on various surfac-

es.

2.2.5 Spore qermi nation

VJaggoner and Parlange (1974a,b) developed a mathematical model for spore

germination where a wetted spore progressed through stages until germinat¡on

was complete. Temperature affected the rate of progress and the number of

stages required for compìet¡on. Germination progressed differently in two

temperature ranges. Below 30oC the rate of germination occurred I inearly'

increasing with temperature, and from 30-400C the rate decreased as tempera-
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ture increased (l.laggoner and Parlange, 197Ð . Every temperature change

betv\,een the tv,ro ranges was detr imenta I and s I owed the f i na I rate. Af ter a

two hour exposure to r^retness, 962-982 of A. solani spores tested germinated

at 20oC (Bastri and Rotem, .|974).

Rands (l9lZ) found that varying the temperature altered the number of

germ tubes produced by a single !. spore. At cool temperatures

(l-3oC ) only il^ro to three germ tubes appeared af ter 46 hours, túhile at the

optimum temperature (26-Z8oC ), five to ten germ tubes were produced after

only 35-45 minutes. Germ tubes formed at temperatures greater that 37oC

urere irregular and the spores died after six hours.

Germ tube development was better when the spore vúas provided with a con-

tinuous wet period, rather than interrupted wet periods (Bashi and Rotem,

1974). W¡th interrupted wet periods, temperature during the dry periods de-

termined the amount of germ tube elongation. Spores subjected to inter-

rupted wet periéds remained infective, but infections were less severe than

those resulting from spores exposed to a continuously moist environment.

Conidia germinated equally well in either darkness or continuous light (Gottr

et al, 1969) .

llunnecke g! al (1959) reported that the minimum relative humidity for

germination of A. solani was 872. Spores germinating in high relative hu-

midity were able to withstand subsequent drying; however' spores germinating

in f ree v,,ater died upon drying (Waggoner and Horsf al l, .1969) . ln contrast,

Rotem and Reichert (1964) reported that below 962 relative humidity the rate

of germination râras extremely low; they indicated free v'tater was essentiaì

for fol iage infection. In dew-l ike conditions they reported the minimum

time necessary for infection was l2 hours at lOoC or 8 hours at l5oC.
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2.2.6 Penetrati on

Germinating A. solani spores penetrate the host foliage directly through

the cuticle, through woundsr of through stomates (Agrios, 1978; Rands,

1917). 0n tubers, wounds are the primary site of penetration with direct

entry or entry through the lenticels occurring to a lesser extent (Venette

and Harrison, 197Ð. The temperature optima for penetration vary according

to host t¡ssue. For tomato fol iage ¡t is 20oC (Horsfal I and Lukens, l97l)

and for potato tuber tissue it is t5oC (Gratz and Bonde,1926). Potato fo-

Iiage was infected in as short a period as I hours at l5oC and 4 hours at

25oC under continuous moisture (Bashi and Rotem, 197Ð.

2.2.7 Lesion Enlarsement

In a greenhouse experiment Vlaggoner and Horsfall (1969) found lesions did

not enlarge on dry leaves; however, rapid enlargement was evident under

moist condit¡ons. Barksdale (lggg) found lesions which developed under

moist periods were twice as large as lesions receiving moisture for only one

2l+-hour incubation period. Horsfal I and Lukens (1971) indicated lesion ex-

pansion v,,as f avoured by temperatures not optimal for host growth. For exam-

ple, the optimum temperature for lesion expansion in tomato fol iage was

l6oC, whereas the favourable temperatures for tomato growth were much higher

than that. In potatoes, the optimum temperature for lesion expansion in tu-

ber tissue was 25oC, whereas the favourable temperatures for potato grourth

were lower than 25oC. Goth g! al (.|969) found lesion expansion was inhibit-

ed by continuous illumination; the lesions h,ere, on average, seven times

smaller than those incubated in darkness and the characteristic chlorotic

zone surrounding the lesion was absent.
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2.2.8 Overw i nter i no

Primary inoculum comes from overwintered spores and mycel ium on debris.

Viability of the spores increases as depth in the soil increases from 5 to

20 cm (Rands, 1917). Various factors such as frost action and temperature-

v{ater relations account for lessened viability. After l0 years of storage

at 5oC and 382 relative humidíty, both myceìium and spores grew vigorously

(Rotem, ì968) . Rotem (1968) found mycel ium and spores v.tere extremely heat

resistant: mycel ium tolerated temperatures as high as 88oC ; spores toler-

ated a lower maxmium temperature,5SoC ¡ and relative humidities of 1\Z-382

were optimal for survival at most temperatures.

2.2.9 Host plant

l,leteorological conditions also inf luence the host-plant. Certain factors

result in an increased suscept¡bil¡ty which may 'predispose' the plant to

disease (Colhoun, .|978; Schoeneweiss, 197Ð. These factors include þ.rater

stresses: brater deficit, drought, and excess water' temperature stresses:

chi I I ing stress, freezing stress, and high temperature stress, defol iation

stress, nutrient stress, and light stress. l'lodif ication of the environment

through irrigation also influences the host-plant susceptibi I ity. Higher

soi I moisture levels could ìeave host plants more susceptible to early

bl ight earl ier by increasing the yield/fol iage ratio (Barratt and Richards'

1944; Horsfall and Heuberger, 1942b; Pound, l95l; Rotem and Palti, .|969).

Rotem and Palti (1969) also reported that high turgidity in leaves was

favourable for {. solani development.
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2.2. l0 Summarv

Thus, the most ¡mportant environmental factors influencing early bl ight

development are temperature and moisture. In many plant pathogen-host rela-

tionships disease development occurs most rapidly when temperature is opti-

mum for pathogen development but is above or below the optimum for host de-

velopment (Agrios, 1978). Horsfalì and Lukens (1971) summarized the optimum

temperatures for the various phases of the Alternaria solani life cycle.

For hyphaì growthr gêFnìination, and germ tube production the optimum temper-

ature was 28oC, while for production of appressoria, conidiophores, and con-

idia the opt¡mum was only 22oC . The optimum temperature for penetration

into tomato foliage was 200C and into potato tuber tissue was l5oC; for le-

sion enlargement the optima were l6oC in tomato and 25oC in potato, where

tomato and potato are generally a warm season and cool season crop' respec-

tively.

l¡loisture, occurring as rain, irrigation, dew, relative humidity, or þúater

of guttation, plays an important role in development of many plant diseases

(Vlallin, .|963) and most fungal spores require a period of free moisture dur-

ing the infection processes of germination and penetration. Generalìy dura-

tion of the moisture is of more ¡mportance than amount or rate of deposition

(Burrage, 1972) . Although rain occurs irregularly in many parts of the

world, enough moisture for disease development is often available from dew'

even when air relative humidity is below the saturation point (Burrage,

1972; Rotem and Reichert, 1964). Dew is essential ly the condensation that

forms as heat is radiated away from a surface and water vapour suspended in

the air through evaporation or evapotranspiration contacts the surface (Bur-

rage, 1972; Crowe et al, 1978). As previously mentioned, the minimum rela-

tive humidity for {. solani spore germination was found to be 87? (l,lunnecke,
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1959), although others considered free water vras necessary for an early

bl ight epidemic to occur (f'loore, ì91+2; Rotem and Reichert' .l964) 
.

2.3 t'l1 CRoCL I f'lATE

l'lonitoring the microcl imate is important for understanding weather and

plant disease relationships. As epidemiologists, Zadoks and Schein (1979)

defined the microenvironment as "the space in which the epidemiologic pro-

cesses at cell and organ level occuril or the phyllosphere. The mesoenviron-

ment r^ras def ined as the environment formed by the crop and the macroenviron-

ment was that existing between crop and troposphere. They noted the

meteorological definitions differed, where microcl imate included physical

phenomena at both leaf and crop level. Rotem (1978) defined microcl imate

simply as climate within the plant canopy. llaggoner (1965) referred to mi-

crometeorology as the rrmeteorology of sma.l ì placestrand indicated that the

microcl imate of a spore would differ when on a leaf or when in the air.

Coakely (1983) defined micrometeorology as the study of meteorology rrin the

boundary layer of the atmosphere where temperature and humidity can change

strikingìy in a short distance and where plants modify their environment.rt

Hirst and Stedman (.|960a) referred to'weather¡as the general term for me-

teorologícal conditions prevailing at any height and to'ecoclimateras the

weather with¡n the crop and to rclimate' as the weather at standard height.

I.lal I in (1967) simply ref erred to ground level or plant ìevel cl imate to de-

note the area in question. Generaì ly rmicrocl imatic' observations were made

within the plant canopy, where the avai lable technology permitted.

When using results of weather monitoring for forecasting late blight out-

breaks, Hirst and Stedman (t956) found monitoring within the crop was much
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more reliable than monitoring above the crop. f,lalìin and t'Iaggoner (1950)

found significant differences in both temperature and relative humidity be-

tween one-foot and five-foot leveìs of a tomato and potato crop. Waggoner

and Shaw (1952) examined temperature of tomato and potato leaves and found

I ¡ttle difference between the tbro species. Various environmental factors'

however, affected leaf temperature; these included changes in radiation due

to time of day, sky cover, âñ9le of incidence, and shading, and changes in

wind and stand density. Shaded leaves on alì plant parts had similar temp-

eratures and were 7-l2o1 cooler than teaves exposed to insolation. Lower

exposed leaves were hrarmer than upper exposed leaves. Plant temperature and

instrument shelter temperature differences were small during cloudy days or

at night. During clear days upper exposed leaves were about 3-8oC warmer

than temperatures in instrument shelters. When windy, temperature differ-

ences were general ly smal ler. An exposed leaf perpendicular to insolation

was about JoC warmer than a leaf parallel to insolation. In general instru-

ment shelter temperatures v,rere most similar to temperature of shaded lower

leaves. During the day leaves of diseased plants or plants under drought

stress could be as much as l4oC warmer than the air (Waggoner,1965).

2.3.1 l,licrocl imate-monitorinq equipment

Various authors (Burrage, .|978; Pennypacker, 1978; Sutton, Gillespie' and

Hildebrand, 1984) described equipment generally used to monitor microclimate

for epidemiological studies. Temperature has been measured with thermis-

tors, thermocouples, thermometers, and hygrothermographs. Relative humidity

has been measured with hygrothermographs, ventilated psychrometers' and con-

ductive sensors. I,lal I in (.|963,1967) found relative humidity was usef ul in

estimating dew periods: the period where relative humidity was greater than
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!0å was generally an hour less than the period of dew; a strong correlation

existedbetweenthe twoperiods (Crowe etal, 1978). Dewwas initially

measured with dew balances or devices I ike the Taylor dew meter (ttelctring et

gL, 1970; Taylor, 1956; f'lal I in, 196J) ¡ although, more recently duration of

the dew period has been measured w¡th string-type sensors (f4acHardy and Son-

dej, l98l) in which a string contracts when wet and connects an electrical

circuit, or by electrical-resistance sensors (Cillespie and K¡dd, 1978;

Small, 1978i VJeiss and Hagen, .|983). Tipping-bucket rain gauges have had

considerable use for measuring both intensity and amount of rainfal l. Other

factors sometimes monitored included wind speed, wind direction, and irradi-

ation, measured by cup or thermal anemometers, wind vanes, and thermopile

pyranometers, respectivel y.

The electrical sensors, gradual ly replacing the mechanical sensors, have

improved accuracy and when incorporated hrith data loggers, have also im-

proved efficiency of monitoring. Sutton gg al (1984) emphasized that the

acquisition of val id data started with proper cleaning and regular cal ibra-

tion of equipment, protection of temperature and relative humidity equipment

from the elements, and understanding the limitations of the equipment. For

example, a hygrothermograph reguìarìy serviced would record withi n 2Z-52 of

actual relative humidity, but accuracy would quickly deteriorate if the

equipment were not properly maintained (Burrage, .|978). Also, as I ittle as

a 5oC error in a temperature measurement could cause as much as a 10-14 day

shift in computer-simulated disease progress curves (Pennypacker, 1978).

Careful choice of equipment site within the canopy was also emphasized be-

cause of the microcl imatic variations possible (Burrage, 1978).. For exam-

ple, duration of leaf surface r^Jetness varies with the position, angle, and

specific location of an individual leaf (Sutton et al, 1984) .
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2.\ SPORE TRAPPING

Spore trapping has been important in epidemiological studies because it

permits close monitoring of spore discharge, dispersal, and inoculum levels.

Weather vane spore traps (Harrison g! ¿!, l965a,b,ci Livingston g! êI, 1963)

use a glass slide or plexiglass plate coated with vaseline to trap spores by

impaction. l,lore accurate are volumetric spore traps (Gadoury and Ì'lacHardy'

1983; Kramer and Pady,1966; Sutton and Jones,1976) which pull a prescribed

volume of air past a revoìving trapping surface. I.J¡th a wind speed as low

as 2 mph some traps h,ere considered .|00? efficient; however, efficiency de-

creased as wind speed increased (Kramer and Pady, 1966). Sutton and Jones

(1976) found volumetric samplers trapped spores more frequently and in larg-

er numbers than wind vane traps.

2.5 SUSCEPTI BL ITY TO EARLY BL I GHT

Early blight has often been considered a disease of senescence (Hooker,

l98l). Early in the l90O's the occurrence of this disease hras associated

with pìant maturity. Rands (lgl7) noted that the disease wasrrnot able to

gain a foothold until the vines have surpassed their period of greatest v¡g-

or and are directing their energy to tuber formation.rr He also found that

the younger leaves were infected as often as older leaves, but lesion en-

largement in younger ìeaves progressed more slowly than in older leaves. In

potato growing areas of both l,taine and Florida, Gratz (t930) also observed

that the rrtrouble does not appear unti I plants are approaching matur¡ty."

Horsfall and Heuberger (1942b) stated that the disease seldom attacked toma-

to plants before onset of fruiting.
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Horsfall and Heuberger ('1942b) observed that the age of tomato tissue and

tomato frui t load were both di rectly related to defol iation. Simi larly

Pound (1951) and Barratt and Richards (1944) discovered that the rate of de-

foliation of tomatoes due to !. solani infection was related to both physio-

logicaì maturity of the host and to fruit load; the early maturing cultivars

defol iated early because their periods of yield were early. As previously

observed, Pound (1951) also noted that early bl ight v'ras most severe on the

oldest leaves. l,loore and Thomas (.l943) found that on tomato seedl ings

stress increased the amount of A. soìani infection.

For several reasons Harrison et al (1965a) supported a theory of temp-

orary juveni le resistance to explain the lack of early bl ight infection in

certain cases. Although primary lesions were visible at the same time in

plots of both early and late-maturing cultivars of potato, the early-matur-

ing cultivar v,,as more rapidìy attacked by secondary infection. Also, during

the period of secondary spread of the disease more spores were trapped in

plots of the early-maturing cultivar than in the late-maturing cultivars.

Although infection occurred early in the growing season, symptom development

was delayed by at least one month. As the plants matured' however' symptom

development v{as not retarded to this extent. Final ly, the first lesions

were noted on senescent lower leaves, âlthough leaf isolations showed the

m i dd I e and top I eaves r^rere i nf ected as ear I y.

Studies also showed earìy bl ight was related to plant nutrition. Jones

and Darling (1953) suggested that potatoes had three phases of different

susceptibility to early blight: pre-bìossom was the least susceptible

stage, followed by blossom, and post-blossom. They showed amounts of nitro-

gen and magnesium in leaf tissue decreased with age of the tissue; Iowest
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leaves on plants at any growth stage had lowest nitrogen levels; and Potas-

sium levels decreased from the pre-blossom stage to the blossom stage. Com-

pared to diseased plants, healthy plants contained higher levels of nitro-

gen, potassium, and magnesium. Plants grown under low levels of nutrition

had considerably more early bl ight than plants receiving balanced nutrition;

high levels of nutrients, particularly nitrogen, reduced intensity of earìy

blight (Barclay g! g!, 1973; Horsfall and Heuberger, 19\2b; Jones and Dar'

I ing, 1953; Soltanpour and Harrison, 197\i Thomas' 1948). Pìants treated

with high levels of nitrogen also contained significantly higher levels of

total sugars than other treatments. This supported the classification of

early blight as a rlow sugarr disease (Barclay et g!, 197Ð.

Barclay et al (197Ð found that the amount of early blight on the Kenne-

bec potato cultivar was significantly reduced by ferti I ity treatments con-

sisting of high ìevels of nitrogen and low levels of phosphorus. Tisdale

and Nelson (1975) reported high nitrogen levels delayed plant maturity and

high phosphorus levels hastened plant matur¡ty. Stavely and Slana (1971)

observed that Alternaria alternata penetrated tobacco leaves of all ages;

however, immature leaves with potential for meristematic activity wal led off

the fungus, effectively stopped further penetrat¡on, and left only smal I

flecks visible. 0lder mature leaves unable to wall off the fungus deveìoped

typical symptoms as the infection process continued. Cunningham (1928) not-

ed that in a typical early blight lesion no cicatrice formation was present.

Barclay g! g! postulated that the fertility regime they used delayed the on-

set of early bl ight by del.aying plant maturity and extending the Period of

time possible for meristemat¡c activity
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Soltanpour and Harrison (1974) found a positive relationship between fun-

gicide control of early blight and fertility. Bot,h treatments alone reduced

early bl ight and increased yield; however, the yield response to fungicide

appl ication v,,as greatest when fertil ity levels were adequate. They suggest-

ed along with increasing plant size, adequate fertility levels delayed plant

senescence.

Doug I as and Pavek (1972) found the rel at i onsh i p between pl ant matur i ty

and susceptibil ity'to be rrrelatively consistenttrr âs early-maturing culti-

vars vúere very susceptible to the disease, whi le late-maturing ones v{ere

more resistant. Abdeì'Rahman (1979) also indicated early-maturing cultivars

hrere more susceptible. The difference between early cultivars and late cul-

tivars was the tendency for early cultivars to form tubers earlier under

long-day conditions or to produce maximal effective fol iage earl ier and

maintain more rapid growth of tubers (Burton, 1966). Accompanying rapid fo-

liage growth, however, bras rapid foliage senescence.

2.6 POTATO GROWTH

Commercial production of the potato is primar'ily carried out t^r¡th vegeta-

tive propagation, where lateral buds on tubers serve as the main reproduc-

tive units (Hooker, l98l). The number of emerged shoots is generally great'

er than the number of buds planted (lloorby, 1978). These young shoots

depend on mother tuber reserves until they have established a leaf area of

200-400 cm2 (f'lilthorpe, 1963) . General ly the f irst few leaves grow to a

larger size, but when shaded, leaves have a reduced capacity for photo-

synthesis (fiilthorpe, 1963). After a leaf reaches its maximum size the rate

of photosynthesis decreases with age and thus, the export of carbohydrate
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f rom the leaf also decreases with age (f,1¡lttrorpe 1963) . The leaf area index

(LAt) is described by a hyperbol ic curve (Dawes et {,1983 Lynch and Rowber-

ry, 1977i Necas, 19,65i Sale, 197Ð.

Tuber initiat¡on begins with the accumulation of starch deposits and gen-

eral ly occurs during a tv{o week period (t'loorby, '1978) . Tubers may also be-

gin development later in the season; however, usually only tubers formed

during the initial period reach marketable size; the others remain small or

are reabsorbed (lli I thorpe and l,loorby , 197Ð . Theref ore, th i s per iod i s

critical in determining final yield. Ninety percent of the dry matter of

tubers is accumulated after initiation and only ten percent before initia-

t¡on (f.toorby, .|978) . Expansion of the tuber occurs f irst by cel I division

and then by cell enlargement. Increase in weight of Russet Burbank and Ken-

nebec tubers past 30-40 grams v.ras attributed primariìy to cel I enlargement

(l,loorby, 1978) . Once tuber growth is initiated the groh,th of aì I other or-

gans is retarded, thus there is an inverse relationship between haulm and

tuber growth (lloorby 1978). Tuber initiation is promoted by short days'

shortage of nutr¡ents, low temperatures, and high radiation (llilthorpe and

l¡loorby, 1979). Tuber growth typ¡cally follows a sigmoidal curve with a long

ì inear phase (l inear bulking) (l'loorby, 1978) .

Tuber bulking rate is generally independent of current weather and re-

mains constant over a long time period for any given treatment (t'1¡ lthorpe,

t963). A leaf area index greater than one maintains the constant bulking

rate (l,lilthorpe, 1963) and tuber growth decreases when the LAI f al ls below

one (tìi lthorpe and l,loorby,197Ð. Tuber growth ceases only when all the fo-

I iage is dead (l,lilthorpe and f,loorby, 1979). floorby (.|970) postulates that

the dominant factor responsible for the rate of photosynthesis is the rate
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of tuber grobrth; the s¡nk-source relationship helps maintain a constant rate

(tt¡ I ttrorpe and l.loorby , 197Ð .

2.7 DISEASE I.lEASUREI'TENT

Zadoks and Schein (197Ð described the various levels of yield and class-

es of crop losses, where crop loss hras defined as the difference between at-

tainable yield (yield from crops grobrn using available modern technology to

the fullest extent) and actual yiela (yield obtained using current crop hus-

bandry practices). Crop loss was also defined as a measureable reduction

in quantiry and qual ity of yield (James, 1974) . Zadoks and Schein (1979)

described two threshold ìevels: damage threshold was the amount of injury

which justified artificial control measures, that is the amount of control

which produced yield (profit) exceeding cost of the control measures; action

threshoìd was the time at which control bras necessary to reduce the rate of

infection so that disease would not reach the damage threshold. However,

only if the losses were estimated accurately could prevent¡on of damage at

threshold levels take Place.

Large (f966) felt tactics for disease measurement would vary according to

the particular disease, but suggested the foì lowing general strategy for

di sease measurement:

l. rrA close descriptive study of the gross morphology and
course of development of the healthy crop plant from sowing
to harvest, or from season to season.

Z. A simi lar close study of the course of the disease on
plants in the field, over the whole range of attack.

3. The drawing up...of a standard diagram or research key for
the assessment of the disease, and later of a simpl ified
field key, suitable for use by all observers.
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4. The conduct of a series of field trials, over a number of
years, in which progress curves for the disease are plotted
by the field kuy, and yields are recorded, for plots on
which the disease is allowed to run its course according to
the conditions of the season, and an equal number of check
plots kept as nearly as possible free from the disease by
frequent spraYing or other means

5. The choice...of the part¡cular disease assessments that
wilì best serve to define severity of attack when employed
in survey work, and the calibration of these assessments in
terms of reduction of Yield."

James (t974) and James and Teng (1979) supported this strategy for dis-

ease-loss appraisal¡ however, for clarity James and Teng (1979) suggested

the termr¡disase measurementrr include all methods of disease quantification.

ItDisease assessmentrtwas any method where an estimate of disease was made in

conjunction with a prepared standard. Other methods for measuring disease

included remote sensing, counting of lesions, and chemical analysis. Dis-

ease intensity was disease incidence or disease severity. Disease incidence

(Ul) was defined as the number of plant units infected' expressed as a pro-

port¡on of the total numbe'i assessed and disease severity (ZS) was defined

as the area of affected tissue, expressed as a proport¡on of the total area

(James and Shih, 197Ð.

Two important criteria for any disease assessment method were its ability

to be reproduced accurately and its rapidity and ease of use. Some advan-

tages of using descriptive keys and standard area diagrams with percentage

scales included f ixed upper and lower I imits, f lexibil ity, divis¡bil ¡ty and

easy interpolation, and universal ity (James, 197 'l'1974).

Initiaì early blight researchers partially fulfilled requirements for the

first two phases of Large's (1966) strategy for disease appraisal by distin-

guishing the disease from other diseases and then by initiating stud¡es on
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the morphology and physiology of the fungus and on the lifecycle of the dis-

ease on its hosts (Rands, lg|n. Environmental conditions pei'mitted study

on a wide range of attack (Rands, 1917; Whetzel, 1923). Plant growth was

divided into three grov,,th stages during which susceptibil ¡ty to early bl ight

differed: pre-bloom, bloom, and post-bloom (Jones and Darling, 195Ð. ln

describing stages at which late bl ight assessments should be made' James

(1971) suggested assessing at regular intervals (such as one week) after the

epidemic has started. For potatoes multiple assessments hrere necessary be-

cause yield accumuìated over half the growing season and could be affected

by bl ight at any point during bulking (James g! al, 1972 James and Teng'

197Ð.

The third phase of Large's (1966) strategy first consisted of visual es-

t¡mates (t.lhetzel,lg23). Later, Horsfalì and Heuberger (1942a) found count-

ing the number of early bl ight lesions on tomato plants was objective and

accurate, but also quite slow; as well the statistical error was large be-

cause sample size was generally small. They, therefore, used l{cKinney's

(lgzl) method where the plants were ranked into one of five groups on the

basis of the leaf area affected. In t947 the British l'lycological Society

pubt ished a descriptive key for assessing damage caused by late bl ight of

potatoes (Anon., .1947). Because the key was based on percentage leaf area

destroyed, ¡t served as a tool for assessing damage from other causes, for

example, early blight. Fry (1977) modified the key by adding a description

of damage at O.Olå and O.lZ disease levels. In .|954 Granovsky and Peterson

publ ished standard area diagrams of potato leaves with various degrees of

damage according to percent leaf area affected by early blight. Basu (.|974)

measured early bl ight on tomato fol iage by counting the number of leaves
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killed, that is leaves with 75-lO0? necrosis; he found that method to be

ìess time consuming and more object¡ve than using standard area diagrams.

Rotem et al (1983a,b) found assessment of healthy haulm area vras superior to

assessment of disease severity because it reflected all factors affecting

the crop; however, the time involved for this measurement was quite exten-

s ive.

James (1974) discussed five important factors regarding the field trials

to be conducted in phase four. He felt identical experiments should be con-

ducted in all important geographical areas over a period of at least three

years. lt was also important to use standard experimental designs with mul-

tiple levels of treatment where disease intensity was used as the covariable

¡nstead of the treatment level. Numerous early blight researchers thus far

have had some input into this phase of Large's (ì966) strategy' although ex-

per¡mental designs, goals, methods, and cultivars differed (Douglas and

Groskopp, 197\; Easton and Nagle, 1985; Feddersen, 1962; Harrison g! g!'

1965b,c; Harrison and Venette, t97O; Haware, l97l; llacKenzie, 1981b; sol-

tanpour and Harrison, 1g7\, Teng and Bissonnette, 1984,.|985a,b,c)'

2 .8 Y I ELD LOSSES ASSOC I ATED W I TH EARLY BL I GHT

Early bl ight is general ly considered a fol iage disease where primary

losses are caused by premature death of the foliage resulting in decreased

yield (Feddersen, \962i Harrison and Venette, l97O¡ Lahman et al, l98l;

Rands, 1917i Venette and Harrison, 197Ð, Losses also occur from the re-

duced quality of the potato. The highest percentage of defects such as

growth cracks and knobs were found in diseased plots (Douglas and Groskopp'

1974) and the number and yield of US No. I potatoes l^ras found to be signifi-
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cantly reduced in diseased plots (Oouglas and Groskopp, 197\l Harrison and

Venette, t97O). Damage to the tubers as a result of A. solani tuber infec-

tion is generally of minor importance, although during some years it remains

a potential problem in certain areas (Douglas and Groskopp,197\; Feddersen,

1962¡ Guthrie, 1958; Lahman et al l98l; Venette and Harrison, 197Ð.

Early estimates of yield losses attributed to early bl ight ranged from

lO-252 in the United States and yield benefits greater than 50? were report-

ed when good control of the disease was achieved in South Africa (Rands,

l9l7). Whetzel (.|923) est¡mated losses from a devastating epidemic in Ber-

muda to be as high as 30-502. Guthrie (1958) saw fietds where defoliation

attributed to early blight ranged from O.5OZ during one year and up to IOOU

during the next Year, but made no comment on amount of yieìd lost.

ln southern Australia Feddersen (1962) compared the yield from unsprayed

plots to the yield from plots protected from early blight by fungicide ap-

plications made at l4-day intervals and calculated an average yield increase

of 30-4496 in the sprayed plots. However, in 1965 a study in Colorado showed

no yield increases as a result of spraying, although excellent control of

early bl ight was achieved (Harrison g! g!, l965b,c). Haware (197.|) sprayed

plots to obtain a range of disease intensities of early bì ight and found

yield decreased as disease intensity increased. Compared to the yield of

healthy plots, loss in yield ranged from 6? in plots where disease intensity

was 252 at maturity to 4OU ¡n plots where disease intensity was ì002 at ma-

tur i ty.

Harrison and Venette (.|970) conducted an experiment in Colorado where

spraying with a variety of chemicals vtas initiated in response to spore
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trapping results and continued in l4-day intervals unti I harvest. They

found that the chemicals tested significantly reduced early bl ight and aÌso

resulted in statistical ly significant yield increases of US No. I pot,atoes,

as compared to unsprayed plots, âlthough total yield differences þrere sta-

t¡st¡cal ly insignificant. Average increase in yield of US No. I potatoes

was 20-35?.

Researchers in ldaho found simi lar results (Douglas and Groskopp, 1974).

Significant yield differences in both total yield and yield of US No. I po-

tatoes ìârere evident in most of the spray schedules ensompassing the period

of secondary infection as compared to unsprayed plots. However, in llashing-

ton researchers felt early blight had I¡ttle effect on potato yield because

symptoms were generally rtmildrr until plants reached maturity (Easton et al,

1g7Ð. Early bl ight was control led by fungicide appl ication through central

pivot irrigation systems. Increase in yield was not evident in one study

(Easton and Nagle, .|985), but v',as signif icant in another (Franc et aì,

t983) .

0ther researchers showed yield response to fungicide application for ear-

ly bl ight control was even greater with adequate ferti I ity levels (Soltanp-

our and Harrison, 1974).

Teng and Bisonnette (.|984) showed two potato cultivars had different

yield losses with a terminal blight severity of nearly 6OZ. The Norland

cultivar, an early-maturing potato cultivar, suffered a maximum of 58.\Z

yield loss, whereas the Russet Burbank cultivar, a later-maturing cultivar'

had a maximum yield loss of only 34.48
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Teng and Bissonnette (lg85a) cr¡nducted another study on Russet Burbank

and Norland potato cultivars, where plots received no fungicide sprays or

fungicide sprays on a regular seven to ten'day basis, but where spraying was

initiated according to the following disease stages: before onset, at 0.01å

disease severity, when earìy blight was detected above the lower l/3 of the

plant canopy, and at 252 disease severity. Significant differences were ob-

served for both total yield and yield of US#l potatoes. Where spraying was

initiated before disease onset, yields were usual ly significantly greater

than other treatments, except where spraying was initiated at 0.01U sever-

ity. Compared to yield of unsprayed pìots, yieìd of US#l potatoes v,ras in-

creased as much as 35.32. l.lhere spraying was initiated at 0.012, yield of

US#ì potatoes bras signif icantìy greater than unsprayed plots by 2\.52.

Basu (1974) found tomato plants tolerated greater than 60? defol iation

from natural infection of early bl ight without having a significantly re-

duced yield. He calculated a yield reduction of lO?-34? only in early epi-

demics and qual ity loss due to the number of visibly infected fruits was

minimal for processing tomatoes, th,at is it was less than l0Z on plants with

up to 6o8 aetol iation.

2.8.1 Disease-Loss Relationships

James et al (l97la,b, 1972), working with potato late bl ight, examined

four methods of relating yield los$ to disease. Neither the cr¡tical point

method where loss was related to disease at a particular growth stage' nor a

critical level of disease severity,, as suggested by Large (1952), were ade-

quate for describing the relationship, because there were few distinct mor-

phological changes and the tuber bulking period encompassed more than half
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the growing season. Nor was the area under the disease progress curve ade-

quate for describing this relationship, as it d¡d not distinguish between

early-occuring I ight infections and late-occurring severe infections. The

fourth methodr âh equation derived with multiple regression analysis based

on disease increments, had a cìose association between real and predicted

loss values. To determine yield loss they assumed that yield of plots

treated throughout the season with fungicide hras potentially IOOZ yield.

Teng and Bissonnette (.|985b) also found the single predictor models, the

models using one level of disease severity or sever¡ty at a particular time,

rârere generally poor predictors of yield loss. This was contrary to Haware

(1971), hrho impl ied a single f inal disease assessment bras an adequate pre-

dictor. The coefficient of determination (r' ) general ly increased when

yield of US#l potatoes was used as the dependent variable instead of the to-

tal yieìd (Teng and Bissonnette, 1985b). Using multiple regression analysis

these researchers found several prediction equations which explained more

than 70? of the variation in yields. They chose the two best three-variable

equations which described yield loss occurring in early

(Teng and Bissonnette, l985b,c).

t. 8y¡eld loss = 0.8183 + o.644tr.Vto + O.6to2¡rvil + l.348orrvl2

For the early cultivar (l) the variables used were disease increments

from 16 to 66 days (Vto) , 66 to 76 days (Vl I) , and 76 to 86 days

(Vl2) after crop emergence. This equation explained 752 of the vari-

ation in loss with a standard error of estimate of 72.

By¡etd loss = 2.1846 - \.773\*vz + o.744or(v4 + 0.5676*v62.

and ìate cultivars
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For the late cultivar (2) the variabìes used were V2, V4, V6, actual

disease severity on days 56,76,96, respectively, after crop emer-

gence. Here the variation in yield expla¡ned by the equation was 708

with a standard error of estimate of 62.

2.8.2 Ouality loss

Tuber infection by !. solani was first described in ì925' but was gener-

ally not considered a serious problem (Venette and Harrison, 197Ð. As late

as 1958 no confirmed cases of tuber blight were observed in ldaho, âlthough

as much as IOO? defol iation attributed to early bl ight had been recorded

(Guthrie, 1958) . No studies on early bl ight of tubers were reported unt¡ I

19731. however, the use of sprinkler irrigation, mechanical bulk harvesting,

and higher storage temperatures for processing potatoes have contributed to

the increase of tuber infection (Venette and Harrison, 197Ð. Gratz and

Bonde (1926) found the rate of development of tuber infection in storage was

fastest at approximately l5oC and much slower at temperatures below 5-7oC

Wounds were found to be the primary avenue for infection and also provid-

ed moisture necessary for spore germination (Venette and Harrison, 197Ð "

Even abrasive wounds as small as those caused by sandy soil were thought to

promote infection. l,laturation of the tubers before harvest reduced infec-

tion. Lahman (.l981) found preharvest burning of fol iage at temperatures of

250-3000F also effectively reduced tuber infections.
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2.9 CoNTR0L REC0I'î|,IENDAT loNS

In the early l9O0's when resistance to early blight was first examined as

a possible control measure, over 150 cult¡vars were tested, but not one of

the most res¡stant h,as a commercial ly important North American cultivar

(Rands, l9l7). Later, other researchers studied the inheritance of this re-

sistance; howeverr rìo cultivars with incorporated resistance were able to

replace successful susceptible cultivars (Douglas and Pavek, 1972) and no

cultivars h,ere immune (Hooker, l98l).

Cultural practices recommended for control I ing early bl ight included san-

¡tation and crop rotation to reduce debris and, therefore, initial inocuìum

levels. Control I ing alternate-host weeds, particularly those of the night-

shade fami ly, and insects which carry spores and cause wounds' especial ly

fìea beetles and Colorado potato beetles, were also suggested as control

measures (Greider et {, 1978). Fumigation was also found to benef it yield;

however, a decrease in early bl ight was attrìbuted to increased vigor, be-

cause early bl ight is primarily spread by a!rborne inoculum (l'lcCarter et al,

1976) . Decrease in early bl ight was also attributed to the reduction of

Verticillium wilt, which, itself, can reduce plant vigor and cause premature

senescence and death (Harrison, 1974). Good fertility levels v,,ere also pro-

moted to aid the control of early bl ight; however, Barclay g! al, (f983)

warned that fertility levels required for early blight control exceeded ìev-

els required for optimum yield. l¿lacKenzie (l98lb) also warned that the ex-

tra nitrogen used to help control early blight would badly affect chip col-

our and reduce specific gravity of the tubers. Fungicide application is the

most effect¡ve control when inoculum is present and environment is favour-

able for disease development; fungicide reduces the infection rate (lladden

et aì, 1978) .
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Recommendations for fungicide appl ication to control early bl ight varied

considerably. Early recommendations cited by Rands (lgl7) included 3-4 ap-

pl ications of Bordeaux mixture for effective control in Vermont, three ap-

plications for control in Connecticut, and not less than four applications

where spray¡ng started in mid-August in Wisconsin. Rands' himself issued a

recommendat¡on for Wisconsin of 4-6 weekly sprays of standard Bordeaux mix-

ture starting when the crop was 6-8 inches high. For the late crop he felt

the 3-4 appl ications used to protect against late bl ight would suffice for

early bl ight control.

Later, the importance of timing the ¡nitial fungicide appl ication was

recognized. The total number of sprays could be reduced while still main-

tain¡ng effective di.sease control. Recommendations included starting fungi-

cide appl ication when initial symptoms of early bl ight were present (Onms

and Fenwick, 1961), spraying before any signs of the disease h,ere evident,

usually just after flowering (Feddersen, 1962), or spraying as soon as flow-

ering began (Henderson, .|962). 0ther researchers found effective control

waspossiblewhensprayingwasinitiatedwhenhighlevelsof@g.

l4!- spores v\,ere detected by spore trapping (Harrison g! g!, l965b,c). Har-

rison et al found three applications made at l4-day intervals, initiated ac-

cording to spore trap results, control led early bl ight as wel I as five

sprays also made at l4-day intervals, but timed to begin at plant emergence.

They postulated that the beginning of the period of secondary sporulation of

A. solani was detected by the high levels of A. solani spores trapped and

that inítial symptom development v,,as insignificant in determining when to

initiate control practices. Research conducted by Teng and Bissonnette

(.|985a) supported recommendations (provided for non-irrigated farming con-
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ditions in l,linnesota) . to delay spraying for early bl ight unti I the disease

was at a detectable level , f rom 0.018 severity to when the disease was visi-

ble above the lower l/3 of the plant canopy.

Currentìy, recommendations sti I I vary. llost support has been given to

the initiation of spraying when first symptoms become visible (Hodgson et

gI, 1973; Lana g! g!, 1976; Nutter, 1978; Nutter and ltiacHardy, 1979i Ohms

and Fenwick, 196l; Teng and Bissonnette, ì985a) or when spore trap results

indicate secondary sporulation is occurring (Nutter, 1978; Nutter and l'la-

cHardy,197Ð. Emphasis has also been placed on the use of weather monitor-

ing to determine periods favourable and unfavourable for disease prol ifera-

tion (t'tadden et al, 1978, 1980; Nutter, 1978; Pennypacker et al, t983) . A

system which uses weather data to generate spray recommendations was devel-

oped for controlling early blight of tomatoes (lladden et al, t978).

l,lanitoba potato production recommendations did not distinguish between

controì of early bl ight and late bl ight and referred the producer to the

fungicide product labels (f,lanitoba Agriculture, 1985). The Dithane 14-45 ta-

bel recommended using a reduced rate for initial appìications where appìica-

tions started when the crop v,ras six to eight inches taìl and sprays at a

higher rate continued on a regular seven to ten day basis. This recommenda-

tion was for control I ing both late bl ight and early bl ight, where early

blight was not necessarily the primary target.

Four sprays were the average number of fungicide appl ications made in

l¡lanitoba (personal communication: BIair Giesel, KVGA), âlthough not uncom-

monly up to seven or more sprays were appl ied to the crops to protect

against early bl ight (personal communication: John I'lurta, grower).
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Forecasting plant disease is not a new idea¡ several reviews which dis-

cuss predictive systems, models, and simulators are available (Bourke, l97Oi

l.li I ler and 0'Brien, 1952,1957). Jones (lgg¡) def ines disease prediction as

"the science of monitoring the physical conditions of the environment and

declaring after 'disease weather,r but before symptoms are visible' that in-

fection has occurred.r' Disease forecasting is distinguished from disease

prediction, as ¡t is based on future weather rather than past weather. In

this sense predictions would be more accurate than forecasting. Krause and

l,lassie (.|975) feel that disease prediction is the forecast of symptom ex-

pression after infection has occurred; however, infection prediction is the

forecast of infection before infection occurs. 0thers (Bourke, 1970; ltlil ler

and 0'Brien, 1952,1957) do not make a distinction between terms.

Jones (.|983) feìt four factors were important when developing any disease

prediction system: identification of criteria for predict¡ng stages of I ife

cycle susceptibìe to control measures, availability of a control measure'

abi I ity to disseminate predictions shortly after receiving data, and knowl-

edge of the economic benefits and risks involved in the system.

Krause and llassie (1975) classified predictive systems into empirical

systems, þJhich were developed by studying historical records of weather and

disease, and fundamental systems, which often had empirical origins but were

developed from data obtained experimental ly. Empirical prediction systems

often resulted in the formation of rrrulesrr of specific meteorological con-
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ditions, whi le fundamental systems were general ly formed by fitting regres-

sion lines to a specific relationship. Thus, the systems could be quite sim-
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ple or qu¡te complex. An epidemiological model v{as described as a

mathematical expression describing structures, . patterns and interrelation-

ships objectiveìy and quantitatively (Kranz and Royle, 1978).

Kranz and Royle (1978) described three types of epidemiologic models: de-

scriptive models, for example growth curves, predictive models, composed of

variables picked by how well they pred¡ct the epidemic, and conceptual mod-

els which attempt to represent natural systems. W¡th respect to early

bl ight these models would include epidemic progress curves, regression equa-

tions, and simulators, where a simulator is the I inkage of several models

representing various aspects of a disease cycle (Krause and lilassie, 197Ð.

one of the first plant disease simulators was EPlDEll (Waggoner and Horsfaìl'

1969), which simulated an early bl ight epidemic on tomatoes.

In developing EPlDEtl, Waggoner and Horsfal I (1969) ut¡ l ized both histori-

cal and experimental data. They considered the lifecycle of the fungus as

component subprocesses and determined which environmental conditons affected

each subprocess. Then they converted the logical sequence of events into

Fortran language to create the program. llhen supplied with the proper envi-

ronmentaì parameters including leaf wetness, relative humidity' temperature'

sunshine, and wind speed, the program simulated disease progress curves pre-

viously obtained from actual field assessments of early bl ight epidemics.

This simulation modeì, hov,,ever, al lowed for no recommendation for appl ica-

tion of control measures to contain the epidemic.

The forecasting system FAST (iladden, Pennypacker, l'tacNab, 1978) forecast

early bl ight of tomatoes by identifying periods of environmental condit¡ons

favourable for A. solani spore formation and infection of tomato and by pro-

viding for a fungicide appl ication schedule. Using a matrix consisting of
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valLtes of hours of leaf wetness and mean temperature during the leaf wetness

periods, severity values were predicted. As wel I, rating values v{ere pre-

dicted from mean temperature, hours of relative humidity greater than 90å,

and rainfall data. As cumulative severity and rating values reached preset

limits, fungicide apptications were recommended. The effectiveness of FAST-

generated spray schedules in relation to other spray schedules r^ras evaìuated

by comparing disease ratings and apparent infection rates (lladden, Penney-

packer, and l,lacNab , lg78; Pennypacker, l'ladden and ltlacNab, t983) . The FAST-

generated spray schedules

as effective in reducing

individual grower had to

thi s system.

Two important aspects of forecasting have been verification and val ida-

tion of the forecasting system. Verification, or model debugging' was de-

scribed as the process which ensures that the translational phase into the

mathematical model is accurate (Teng, l98l; Teng and Zadoks, .|980), while

validation was described as ther¡continuaì process of bringing to an accep-

table level the userts confidence that any inference from the model is cor-

rectrt (Teng, l98l). Verification would use the same data used to create the

program, whi le val idation would always use new data. Verification of the

FAST program for use on tomatoes in Pennsylvania hras carried out during 1976

(Äadden et al, 1978). Effectiveness of the program was determined by com-

paring final disease severities and apparent infection rates of various

spray schedules including the FAST-generated schedules. Val idation was car-

ried out (f'ladden et al, 1980; Pennypacker et al, 1983) with ef fectiveness of

the program determ¡ned in the same manner. The spray schedules produced by

recommended a reduced number of sprays' but were

early bì ight as commercial spray schedules. The

identify and compare economic benefits and risks of
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the forecasting system provided efficient and effective control of early

bl ight in each case.

Nutter (1978) compared spray schedules generated by FAST under New Hamp-

shire conditions with A. solanl spore trap data and early bl ight disease

progress curves on ooa"lo".id-r"lt the spray schedule recommended was ade-

guate. The first spray r^Jas recommended at the end of July when less than

one lesion per ten plants was noted and spore numbers were increasing. Sub-

sequent recommendations preceded the increase of disease.

In literature dealing with plant disease prediction, authors are quick to

stress several factors: Predictive systems only advise; it is the gror^Jer

who takes respons¡b¡l¡ty for the decisionrto spray or not to spray' (Jones,

1983; l'lacHardy, 1979; Nutter, 1980). Reducing the number of fungicide

sprays is possible but may increase the risk for losses to the individual

grower by increasing inoculum (risking tuber infection), reducing yield (¡t

sprays are not timed properly, the epidemic may proceed), and increasing ef-

fects of other diseases usually controlled by the spray program (Jones,

1983; llacKenzie, .l98'la) . That is, growers are of ten more wi I I ing to apply

extra sprays than to risk losing investments worth more than their potential

savings. Final ly, fungicide sprays are quite often protective rather than

therapeutic; thus, information from rlate warningr systems must be dissemi-

nated quickìy (Krause g! al, 1975t t{acHardy, 197Ð. In these cases, âl-

though less accurate, systems predict¡ng infection rather than disease would

be more desirable (Krause É al, 1975¡ Krause and l,lassie, 1975; Jones,

t983) .
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Early bl ight is a fol iage disease of the potato (Solanum tuberosum L.)

and other solanaceous crops and occurs nearly everywhere these crops are

grown (Hooker, l98l; Rich, 1983). Primary losses are caused by premature

death of the foliage resuìting in decreased yield (Feddersen, 1962:' Harrison

and Venette, 1970¡ Lahman S gI, 1981¡ Rands, 1917; Venette and Harrison,

197Ð. Losses also occur from reduced qual ity of the tubers; the highest

percentage of growth defects were found in diseased plots (Dougìas and Gros-

kopp, 197q. Damage to the tubers as a result of !. solani tuber infection

is generally of minor importance, although during some years it remains a

potentiaì problem in certain areas (Douglas and Groskopp, 197\i Feddersen,

1962; Guthrie, 1958; Lahman et al, ]98.|; Venette and Harrison, 197Ð .

Field trials hrere conducted by various researchers to determine the re-

duction in yield caused by this disease; however, results were not always

consistent. Fungicide appl ication encompassing the period of secondary

spread of the pathogen often resulted in significant control of the disease,

but yield response !{as not always signif icant (Harrison g! g!, l965b,c; Ea-

ston and Nagle, 1985). When the yield response bras significant, losses

ranging from 64-S8Z were reported (Douglas and Groskopp, 197\; Feddersen,

1962, Franc et al, 1983; Harrison and Venette, 197\; Teng and Bissonnette'

Chapter I | |
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1984, 1985a). 0ften experimentnal designs' goals'

d i f f ered.

Field trials with two potato cultivars, Norland and Russet Burbank' were

conducted in 1983 and 1984 to evaluate the effect of early blight on potato

yield under l'lanitoba conditions. Varying the f ungicide appl ication sched-

ules was used to generate different disease severities. The yield trials

were conducted at the University of llanitoba field substation at Portage la

Prairie, l'lanitoba.

\ "2 I'IATER I ALS AND I.IETHODS

3.2.1 Experimentaì desiqn

'In 1983 the design of the experiment was a repl icated latin square in

which the treatments were four different fungicide (Dithane 14-45) appl ica-

tion schedules. In 1984 a split-plot design was used where main treatments

consisted of uninoculated plots or Alternaria solani-inoculated plots and

subplot treatments consisted of the same fungicide application schedules as

used in 1983. In both years indivídual plots consisted of six 3o-foot long

rows of which only the centre tv,ro roþrs were harvested.

40

methods, and cul tivars

The 1983 early bl ight disease assessments consisted of severity ratings

and incidence ratings taken on a per plant basis t^r¡th¡n the plots. ln 1984

disease severity and defoliation were assessed on a whole plot basis and in-

cidence on a per plant basis w¡thin the plots.
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3.2.2 Funoicide treatments

Fungicide treatments consisted of four spray schedules each year. During

the season zero, tv,,o, four, or weekly sprays of Dithane l't-41 (mancozeb) v,rere

applied to the plots. Weekly spraying started in mid-July and continued un-

t¡l harvest. The other spray treatments were also appli*ed during this per-

iod. A three-point hitch sprayer, which delivered 560 l/ha of chemical so-

lution, h,as used to apply the fungicide at a rate of 2.25 kg/ha. l¡lechanical

damage on harvested rows was kept to a minimum by driving between guard rows

only.

3.2.3 lnoculation

ln 1984 the inoculation treatments which were superimposed on the fungi-

cide treatments consisted of a control (water appl ied only) or a single

inoculation with a water suspension of Alternaria solani. With a backpack

sprayer I litre of inoculum or v{ater was applied to the centre two rows of

each plot. The inoculation treatments took place on the evening of July 23'

I 984.

3.2.\ | nocu I um preparat ¡ on

Field isolates of Alternaria solani were col lected and used to prepare

inoculum. Cultures v{ere induced to sporulate using a method described by

Shahin and Shepard (1979). Cultures were grohrn on potato dextrose agar for

14 days at room temperature. Aerial mycelia were scraped off with a scalpel

and rectangular sections of the medium containing the growing mycel ium were

cut into strips approximately 3cm x lcm, and were placed on a sporulation
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medium composed of calcium carbonate' sucrose' and agar. Two ml of 'water

v.rere then added to each plate. The plates were incubated in darkness at

lgoc for ! days. Individual spores were then placed on PDA and cultures

hrere grown for 14 days. lnoculum was prepared from these plates using a

method described by Dhiman et al (198.|). Seventy cultures h,ere pureed with

enough distilled water to make 3.5 litres. The puree was strained two times

with a single, then a double layer of cheesecloth'

Concentration of mycel ial fragments was checked using a haemocytometer

and was found to be 4.Oxì06 per ml. The inoculum ìâras kept on ice unti I the

evening when it was diluted lOx and applied to the centre two rows of each

inoculated plot, using I litre per plot. Final concentration of applied in-

oculum was 4.OxlOs mycel ial fragments per ml.

3.2.5 Rat i nqs

The early blight disease level in each plot was monitored with the aid of

a disease assessment key (Anon, lg\7; Fry, \977) (Appendix A) and standard

area disease diagrams (Granousky and Peterson, 1954) (Appendix B) ' Percent

severity was extrapolated when necessary.

In 1983 a total of four and five ratings h,ere

Norland and Russet Burbank' respectively. Rating

and continued in 2-weekly intervals until harvest.

c idence were rated on a per pl ant bas i s 1", i th ¡ n each

ten randomly selected plants per plot gave the final

In tg84 a total of nine ratings were taken on both cultivars; disease was

assessed weekly from mid-July unti I harvest. Ratings were taken on inci-

taken for the cultivars

was started in mid-July

D i sease sever i ty and i n-

pìot: the average of

plot ratings.
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dence, severity, and defoliation. As in 1983, incidence was assessed on ten

randomly selected plants per plot and averaged to give percent incidence per

plot. Disease severity was assessed on a whole plot basis. Defol iation was

measured by comparing number of leaves in experimentaì plots with number of

leaves in destructively sampled plots. Defol iation was the difference of

the average number of leaves taken as a proPortion of the number of leaves

in the destructively sampled plots.

3.2.6 General cultural Practices

In 1983 all plots were treated with a preplant incorporation of Sencor

5OO (550 mt/ha) and Eptam 8E (5.0 l/ha) to control weeds. ln 1984 Sencor

5OO (600 mllha) was appl ied as a post-emergent spray. Fertil izer r^ras ap-

pl ied with the seed; in 1983 3l+O kg/ha of 19-19-19 was appl ied, and in 1984

I l0 kg/ha of 0-19-19 was appl ied according to soi I test results f rom l¡Tanito-

ba Department of Agriculture Soi I Testing Services. Insecticide (Decis

2.58C at 3OO ml/ha) was appl ied each year as necessary. Hoeing, hi I I ing,

and cultivation were carried out as necessary. In row spacing of seed piec-

es differed per cult¡var; Norland potatoes were spaced 32.8 cm apart and

Russet Burbank potatoes þJere spaced 42.2 cm apart. Rows were spaced one me-

ter apart.

3.2.7 Gradinq and weishinq

All plots were harvested in September (Sept. 2l and 22, 1983 and Sept. 16

and 20, 1984) and the potatoes were graded according to size. Russet Bur-

bank potatoes urere graded on a ! cm chain and Norland potatoes were graded

on a 5.7 cn chain. The frequency of knobs, mechanical damage, and oversized

potatoes was low; hence they were not culled out. For the purpose of this
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study, potatoes larger than the chain diameter specified per cultivar v{ere

cal led marketable potatoes. For example, Russet Burbank potatoes not fit-

ting through a 5.7 cm diameter chain urere considered marketable; those fit-

ting through the chain brere considered undersized.

3.2.8 Experimental analysis

An analysis of variance conducted at the 5Z level of significance was

performed on ratings and yield data. l,lultiple pairwise comparisons were

made using the Least Significant Difference (LSD) Test.

Data were then subjected to regression anaìysis to evaluate the relation-

ship of early blight disease and yield in these trials. Dependent variables

marketable weight and number of marketabìe tubers v\,ere regressed with dis-

ease incidence, disease severity, severity increments, and defol iation.

Variables having an unduely disproportionate net effect on yieìd were delet-

ed from the regression (James 4 gI, 1972; Teng and Bissonnette, 1985b).

Equations resulting from maximization of r2 (coefficient of determination)

and from forward selection and stephrise selection procedures, where levels

of entry into the equations were F-values where the probability of a greatër

F-value r^ras less than 0.5 and 0.15, respectively, were compared. These com-

parisons resulted in three or four-variable equations which described the

early bl ight-yield relationship.

3.2.9 Phenolooical development

Four extra plots of each cultivar were planted for destructive sam-

pling in 1984. The same cultural operations were carried out on these plots
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as in the main yield trial. These plots brere also sprayed with fungicide on

a weekly basis. Inner rows of the plots urere divided into sectors, so that

meter quadrats could be selected in such a

surrounded with guard plants. Two sectors

randomly each week for analysis. Sampl ing

tinued unt¡l harvest of the yield trial.

Number of leaves,

Healthy leaves and

individual ly. Fuì ly deveìoped, unexpanded leaves at the apex of branches

and stems were grouped together and counted as one ì eaf. Leaf area was mea-

sured in square cent imeters us ing a L i-Cor Lamda I eaf area meter, l.lodel

Ll-3000. Leaf area is reported as leaf area index (LAl).

I eaf area, and

those leaves with

fashion that each was completely

of each cultivar hrere then picked

was started in mid-July and con-

All three variables were regressed with t¡me to find a close-fitting de-

scription of the growth relationship. This description could then be relat-

ed to percentage disease severity and defol iation. Aìso amount of yield

loss could be estimated if growth brere terminated at any point.

fresh wei ght

I ess than 252

3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Yield

In both 1983 and 1984 the fungicide spray schedule had

fects at the 5? level on vúeight or number of marketable

tivar Russet Burbank (Table l).

For the cultivar Norland, .|983 results were simi lar:

of tubers hrere recorded.

senescence hrere counted

ferences þ.rere apparent at the 5? level for either number or breight of marke-

table potatoes. In 1984, however, fungicide spray schedule had a signifi-

no significant ef-

tubers for the cul-

no significant dif-



TÀBLE 1. Etfects of fungicide
of marketable tubers:

SPRAY

SCHEDULE I

w
4
2
0

spray scheduLe on Production
Portage la Prairie, 1983

Number

1983

RUSSET BURBÀNK

97 .3
97.6

101.1
102. 1

Fungicide spray schedul.e throughout the season:
applications' respectivelY.
uããns in a column followed by the same letter do

a2
a
a
a

Y ield

22.8
22.7
22.9
22.9

a
a
a
a

Number

1 984

(number (1,000) per ha) and vield (1,000 kg per ha)
and 1984

106. 3
106.4
100.5
100 .8

a
a
a
a

Yield

27.4
26.5
25.5
26 .4

a
a
a
a

Number

1983

137.8 a
129.6 a
137.4 a
134. 1 a

NORLAND

w=weekly applications, 4,2,0=four,two, and zero

not differ at the 5% level of significance.

Yield

27.5
24.6
26.3
26.7

a
a
a
a

Number

1 984

153 .8
134.6
14f.8
129.2

a
b

ab
b

YieId

31.6
29 .1
28.2
25.5

a
ab

b
b

Þ
O\
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cant effect on both number and yield. Weekly-sprayed plots produced

significantly more marketable tubers than either unsprayed plots or plots

sprayed only four times. Weekly-sprayed plots also significantly outyielded

unsprayed plots (faUte l). The weekly-sprayed plots produced 16.0? more

marketable tubers than unsprayed plots and marketable weight was increased

by 19.32.

In 1984 one inoculation treatment was superimposed over half of the

pìots. The number of marketable potatoes hras significantly decreased in

those plots of both cultivars that had been inoculated, compared to uninocu-

lated plots (Table 2) . lnoculation simi larly affected the yield of both

cultivars, but only in the cultivar Norland were the differences signifi-

cant. With respect to the interaction between inoculat¡on and spray sched-

ule, neither the differences in number nor the differences in weight of

marketable tubers hrere significant at the !Z ìevel for either cultivar.



TÀBLE 2. Effect of inoculation and fungicide spray schedule on production (number (1,000) per ha) and yield
it,000 kg per ha) of marketable tubers: Portâge la Prairie, 1984.

INOCULÀTION I

INOCUTÀTION X

SPRÀY SCHEDULE3

0
0
0
0

RUSSET BURBANK

NI,'M8ER

w
4
2
0

YI

4
2
0

106.9 a2

97.5 b

Inoculation treâtment! 0=no inoculation, 1=one inoculation with Afternaria solani JuJ'y 23,1984'
rith .on."ntration of 4 x lls l.u-/nL.
Means in a column followed by the'same letter do not differ aÈ the 5% level of significance'
Fungicide spray schedule thrðughout the season: W=weekly applications, 4, 2, 0=fõur, two, zero applications,
respectivelY.

YI ELD

2

3

RUSSET BURBÀNK

NI,'MBER

27.8 a

25.2 a

107 .8 a
107.2 a't04.1 a
108.5 a

104 .9 a
94.9 a
97.0 a
93.1 a

YIELD

NUMBER

NORLAND

26.4 a
28.6 a
26.8 a
29.5 a

28.5 a
24.5 a
24.5 a
23.3 a

157.7 a

122.0

ÏI ELD

NUMBER

NORLAND

32.6 a

24.6

1 56.4 a
151.9 a
157.8 a
154.3 a

141.3 a
117.0 a
125.9 a
103.9 a

YIETD

34.0 a
34.0 a
32.6 a
29.6 a

29.1 a
21 .3 a
23.7 a
24.1 a

Þ
Co
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3.3.2 D i sease

3 .3.2 .1 | nc i dence

percent incidence was rated as the average incidence of early bl ight on

ten randomly selected plants per plot. In both 1983 and 1984 disease inci-

dence in both cultivars increased gradual ly with time. In weekly-sprayed

plots there was a general trend tor^rards a lower percent incidence than in

other plots, although th¡s trend was often not significant (Tables 3'4)'

ln 1983 at the time of the first rating, the eighth week after planting,

roughly half of the plants rated were infected with at least one early

blight lesion. D¡sease incidence reached IOOU in both cultivars by the l4th

week after planting. In l!84 ratings taken seven weeks after planting showed

incidence to be l,ess than lo%. By the llth and l2th weeks after planting

incidence had reached ìOOZ in cult¡vars Norland and Russet Burbank' resPec-

tively. All inoculated plots reached 100% incidence by week .l0, within two

weeks after inoculation (Table 5).

3.3.2.2 Sever i tY

Disease severity increased with time during both growing seasons (Table

6,Ð, The range of average disease severity per spray schedule in 1983 was

O.O\U, âll spray schedules (cultivar Russet Burbank) at the time of the

first rat¡ng, to 1.62, unsprayed Plots (cultivar Norland) at the time of the

last rating. t{ost plots had reached a level of O.lB severity by the tenth

week after planting and a level of l.O? by the foúrteenth week'

The range of average disease severity with respect to

l98l+ was f rom 0.0?, in al I plots at the time of the f irst

spray schedule in

rati ng, to 11 .22,



TÀBLE 3. progression of disease incidence (%l tor different fungicide spray schedules:
Portage la Prairie, 1983.

SPRÀY SCHEDULEI

w
4
2
0

SPRAY SCHEDULEI
WEEK OF RATING2

I 10 t2 14

w
4
2
0

52.5 a3 71.2 a 80.0 a 100.0 a 100.0 a

45.0 a 86.2 b 92 .5 b .l 00.0 a 100 ' 0 a

53.8 a 92.5 bc 97.5 b 100.0 a 100'0 a

52.5 a 98.9 c 98.5 b 100.0 a 100'0 a

I Fungicide spray schedule throughout the season: W=weekly applications,4,2,0=four,two, and zero
applications, respectiveIY. 

-2 ¡lümber of r.eeks after planting.
3 Heans in a corumn-iãirãr.a by the same retter do noÈ difter at the 5% level ot significance.

RUSSET BURBÀNK

WEEK OF RATING2

10 12

50.0 a 77.5 a 90.0 a 100.0 a
53.8 a 81.2 a 97.5 a 100.0 a
68.8 b 88.8 a 97.5 a 100.0'a
71.2 b 80.0 a 97.5 a 100.0 a

NORtÀND

14 15

\JI



TABLE 4. Progression of disease incidence (%l for different fungicide spray schedules:
Portage La Prairie, 1984.

SPRAY SCHEDULEl

w
4
2
0

SPRAY SCHEDULE

3.7 a3
3.7 a
1.2 a
4.4 a

9t
4
2
0

I Fungicide spray schedule throughout the season: ll=weekly applications,4,2,0=four,two, and zero
applications, respectively.2 Number of weeks from planting.

3 Means in a column followed by the same letter do not difter at the 5% level of significance.

RUSSET BURBÀNK

5.0 a
6.2 a

13.8 a
16.2 a

WEEK
9

O F R À T I N G2

10

0.0 a
0.6 a
0.0 a
2.0 a

21 .2 a
22.5 a
40.0 a
30.0 a

6.2 a
6.2 a
5.0 a
7.5 a

71.2 a
90.0 b
88.8 b
92.5 b

WEEK

9

NORLAND

1'l

OF RATING
10

7.5 a
12.5 a
16.2 a
21 .2 a

95.0 a
100.0 a
98.8 a

100.0 a

l2

81.2 a
91.2 b
93.7 b
93.7 b

100.0 a
100.0 a
'| 00.0 a
1 00.0 a

't1

100.0 a
100.0 a
| 00.0 a
100.0 a

t2

100.0 a
1 00.0 a
100.0 a
100.0 a

\n



TABLE 5. progression of disease incidence (%l with respect to inoculation:
Portage Ia Prairie' 1984.

INOCUTÀTION I

INOCULATTON

3.5 a3 7.5 a 26.5 a 71.2 a 95.9 a 100.0 a

3.1 a 13.1 a 31.2 a 100.0 b 100.0 b 100'0 a

I Inoculation treatment! 0=no inoculation, l=one inoculation rrith Alternaria solani at week 8,
July 23,1984.

2 Number of weeks from Planting.. flèans in a column tofio*.d Uí ttre same letter do not differ at the 5% Ievel of significance.

RUSSET BURBÀNK

WEEK OF RATING2

9 10

0.9 a 8.1 a 12.5 a 80-0 a 100.0 a 100'0 a

0.5 a 4.4 a 16.2 a 100.0 a 100.0 a 100'0 a

WEEK OF RATING

9 10

NORLAND

11 12

l1 12

L,I
N)



TABLE 6. progression of disease severity (%) for diffèrent fungicide spray schedules:
Portage la Prairie, 1983.

SPRAY SCHEDULEI

w
4
2
0

SPRÀY SCHEDULE 9¡EEK OF RÀTING

SPRAY SCHEDULE 8 10 12 14

w
4
2
0

0.01 a3 0.06a 0.3 a 0.5 a 0'7 a

0.01 a 0.1 a 0.5 a 0.8 a 0'8 ab
0.01 a 0.8 b 1.0 b 1.3 ab 1'2 bc
0.01 a 0.5 b 0.8 b 1.4 b 1'4 c

I Fungicide spray schedule throughout the season: ff=weekly applications, 4,2,O=fout,two, and zero
applications, respectiveIY.

2 ¡lüñrUer of weeks from Planting.3 Means in a column-iofio*"a Ui ttre same letter do not differ at the 5% level of significance'

RUSSET BURBANK

W E E K O F R A T I N G2

10 12

0.02 a 0.2 a 0.4 a 0.9 a
0.02 a 0.2 a 0.5 a 1.0 a

0.04 b 0.2 a 0.6 a 1.2 ab
0.05 b 0.2 a 0.5 a 1.6 b

NORLAND

t4 t6

\¡
L'



TABLE 7. progression of disease severity (%) for different tungicide spray schedules:
Portage la Prairie, 1984.

SPRÀY SCHEDULEI

w
4
2
0

SPRÀY SCHEDULE

0.0 a3
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.01a
0.01a
0.0 a

w
4
2
0

I Fungicide spray schedule throughouÈ the season:
respect iveIy.2 Number of weeks from planting.

3 Means in a column foliowed ¡i tne same letter do not differ at the 5% Ievel of significance.

0.01 a
0.01 a
0.01 a
0.01 a

RUSSET BURBANK

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

TIEEK
10

1.3 a
2.3 ab
2.9 b
4.3 c

OF RATING2

11 12

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

2.9 a
4.0 ab
5.0 b
5.1 b

0.0 a
0.0'ra
0.01a
0.01a

WEEK
l0

NORLAND

4.0 a
5.4 b
5.4 bs.6 b

3.8 a
10 .7 ab
14.3 bc
19.1 c

OF

11

t3

RÀTING

12

W=weekll applications, 4,2,0=four,two, and zero applications,

5.3 a
6.1 a
6.5 a
7.4 a

12.1 a
22.9 b
24.5 b
23.6 b

14

5.8 a
5.9 a
7.5 ab
8.2 b

't 6.0 a
24.8 b
31.9 bc
31.9 c

15

13

6.2 a
7.5 a
8.1 a

11.2 b

28.8 a
30.0 a
35.0 a
40.0 a

14

38.8 a
46.2 ab
51 .2 bc
58.1 c

15

38.8 a
46.2 ab
53.8 bc
60.6 c

\¡Þ
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in unsprayed plots of cultivar Russet Burbank and to 60.62, in unsprayed

plots of cultivar Norland, ât the time of the final rating. In 1984 most

plots of both cultivars had reached O.OIU severity by week nine, l.0Z by

week ten, and IOU severity by week eìeven for the cultivar Norland and by

harvest for the cultivar Russet Burbank.

ln 1984 plants were inoculated eight weeks after planting and infection

became evident within two weeks (Table 8). By the tenth week after plant¡ng

the average disease severity in inoculated plots increased by a factor of

more than ten times that of uninoculated plots of cultivar Russet Burbank

and increased more than 40 t¡mes that of uninoculated plots of cultivar Nor-

land. Significant interaction effects between spray schedule and inoc-

ulation with respect to disease severity were also evident by week ten (Ta-

ble 9). After this week interactions between the two treatments hrere no

longer significant for cultivar Russet Burbank; however, differences in dis-

ease severity of cultivar Norland continued to be significant. By the time

of the final rat¡ng four distinct groups of severity arose: the uninoculat-

ed plots, the inoculated weekly-sprayed plots, the inoculated plots sprayed

four times, and the ¡noculated plots which were sprayed twice or remained

unsprayed. The range of severity throughout the season with respect to the

interaction of treatments r^ras from 0.0å to I3.82, cultivar Russet Burbank,

and from 0.02 to 90.OZ, cultivar Norland.

3.3.2.3 Defol iation

Defol iation was rated in 1984 only. Differences in percent defol iation

with respect to spray schedule became significant by weeks l0 and 12 for

cult¡vars Russet Burbank and Norland, respectively (Ta¡le l0). Final rat-



TNOCULATION I

TÀBLE 8. progression of disease severíty (%) with respect to inoculation:
Portage Ia Prairie, 1984.

INOCULATION

0.0 a3 0.0 a 0.01 a 0.4 a '1 .2 a 1.9 a 3.9 a 4'9 a 6'8 a

0.0 a 0.01a 0.01 a 5.0 b 7.3 b 8'3 b 9'1 b 8'8 b 9'6 a

I Inoculation treatment: 0=no inoculation, 1=one inoculation with Alternaria solani at week 8,
July 23, 1984.

2 Number of weeks from Planting.. Uãáns in a columñ fotioweA Ui ttre same letter do not differ at the 5% level of significance.

RUSSET BURBANK

0.0a0.0a0.01a0.5a3.4a5.9a13.8a23.4a23.4a
0.0a0.0a0.0a23.4b38.1b45.3b53.1b73.8b76.2b

W E E K O F' R À T I N G2

t0 1l 12

WEEK OF RATING

NORLÀND

10

13 14

11 12

15

13 14 15

\tì'
^



TABLE 9. progression of disease severity (%)_nith respect to interaction of different fungicide spray schedules and

inoðulation: Portage 1a Prairie, 1984'

SPRAY SCHEDULEI
x

I NOCULATI ON 2

w0
40
20
00
f{
4
2
0

0.0 aa
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

SPRÀY SCHEDULE
x

INOCUT,ÀTION

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.01a
0.01a
0.0 a

w
4
2
0

w
4
2
0

RUSSET BURBANK

0
0
0
0

0.0 a
0 .01a
0.01a
0.0 a

0.01a
0.01a
0.01a
0.01a

WEEK
10

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.01a
0.5 a
0.6 a
0.3 a

2.5 b
4.0 bc
5.2 c
8.2

r Fungicide spray schedule throughout the season: w=weekly applications, 4,2,0=four,two, and zero applications,
respectively.z rnocuration treatment: 0=no inoculation, 1=inoculation nith Àrternaria solani at week 8, July 23,1984'

3 Number of weeks from Planting.a Means in a columñ-ioriorea uí ttre same retter do not differ at the 5% level of significance.

OF RATING3

11 12

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.5 a
1.5 a
1.3 a
1.5 a

5.2 a
8.8 a
8.8 a
5.5 ad

0.0 a
0.01a
0.01a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.01a
0.0 a
0.01a

1.0 a
2.O a
2.O a
2.5 a

7.0 a
8.8 a
8.8 a
8.8 a

NORLÀND

WEEK
10

13

0.08a
0 .09a
1.0 a
0.8 a

7.5 a
21.2 b
27.5 b
37.5 b

3.0 a
3.5 a
4.5 a
4.8 a

8.8 a
8.8 a
8.8 a

10.0 a

OF RATING

11 12

14

3.0 a
2.0 a
5.2 a
3.5 a

21.2 b
43.8 c
43.8 c
43.8 c

4.0 a
3.0 a
6,2 a
6.5 a

7.5 a
8.8 a
8.8 a

10.0 a

15

7.0 a
5.8 a
7.5 a
7.5 a

25.0 a
43.8 a
56.2 a
56.2 a

5.0 a
6.2 a
7.5 a
8.8 a

7.5 a
8.8 a
8.8 a

13.8 a

13

13.8 a
10.0 a
13.8 a
17.5 a

43.8 a
50.0 a
56.2 a
62.5 a

14

27.5 a
17.5 a
17.5 a
31 .2 a

50.0 b
75.0 c
85.0 c
85.0 c

t5

27.5 a
17.5 a
17.5 a
31 .2 a

s0.0 b
75.0 c
90.0 d
90.0 d

\¡'
-J
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ings for the cultivar Russet Burbank brere not significantly different; how-

ever, for the cultivar Norìand there brere two distinct groups: unsprayed

plots and plots sprayed only twice during the season had significantly more

defoliation than the plots sprayed weekly and four times during the season.

The effect of inoculation on defoliation became apparent by the tenth and

eleventh weeks after planting, cultivars Russet Burbank and Norland, respec-

tively (Table ll). ln the inoculated plots defoliation h,as significantly

greater than in the uninoculated plots, but by the final rating this differ-

ence h,as no longer significant for the cultivar Russet Burbank. The culti-

var Norland on the other hand, remained significantly affected. For the

cultivar Russet Burbank the interaction of spray schedule and inoculation

was significant for onìy the rating during week eleven (Table 12). For the

cultivar Norland the interaction was significant for the l2th and l4th weeks

after planting (Table l2).



TABLE 10. Progression of defoliation (%l Íor different fungicide spray schedules:
Portage la Prairie, 1984.

SPRÀY SCHEDULEI

w
4
2
0

SPRÀY SCHEDULE

0.0 a3
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

I

1.0 a
1.0 a
1.0 a
1.0 a

w
4
2
0

t Fungicide spray schedule throughout the season: w=neekly applications, 4,2,0=four,two, and zero applications,
respec t i vely.
Number of weeks from planting.
Means in a column followed by the same letter do not differ at the 5% level of significance.

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

RUSSET BURBANK

.2a

.8 a

.0 a

.8 a

WEEK
10

5.5 a
6.2 a
8.2 b
5.5 ab

1.0 a
1.0 a
1.0 a
1.0 a

OF RATING2

11 12

6.2 a
11.2 b
12.0 b
13.1 b

1.2 a
1.2 a
1.2 a
2.0 a

WEEK
10

NORLAND

7.5 a
7.5 a

11.3 a
10.0 a

7.5 a
8.7 a
9.3 a
9.3 a

OF

11

13

RATING

12

10.0 a
14.4 b
13. 1 ab
14.4 b

16.9 a
21 .2 a
21 .9 a
21 .2 a

l4

11.2 a
15.6 a
13.1 a
13.7 a

't8.1 a
26.2 b
31 .2 b
29.4 b

15

13

30.0 a
31.9 a
35.9 ab
43.1 b

12.5 a
18.1 a
16.2 a
14.4 a

14

38.8 a
46.2 ab
53. B bc
50.6 c

15

56.2 a
61 .2 a
72.5 b
76.2 b

\o



TÀBLE 11. progression of detoliation (%) ¡ritt¡ respect to inoculation¡
Portage la Prairie, 1984.

INOCULATION I

0.0a3-|.0a1.2a4.8a6.3a5.5a8.4a11.2a11.9a
0.0a1.0a1.6a8.4b15.0b10.9a.|7.5b,|5.6a15.0a

INOCULATION

r Inoculation treatment: 0=no inoculation, 1=inoculation nith Alternaria solani at week 8, July 23,1984'
2 Number of weeks from Planting.3 Means in a column toliowed Uí tt¡e same letter do not differ at the 5% Ievel of significance'

0.0a1.0a1.6a6.2a10.0a9.7a13.8a23.4a45.9a
0.0a1.0a1.2a11.9a30.6b42.8b57.2b76.2b86.2b

RUSSET BURBÀNK

WEEK OF RATING2

10 tl 12

WEEK OF RATING

NORLÀND

10

13 14

11 12

15

t3 14 15

c¡\



TÀB¡E 12. progression of defoliation (Z) with respect to interaction of different fungicide spray schedules and
inoculation: PorÈage la Prairie, 1984.

SPRÀY SCHEDULEI
x

I NOCULATI ON 2

w
4
2
0

f{
4
2
0

0
0
0
0

0.0 aa
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

SPRÀY SCHEDULE
x

INOCULÀTION

1

1

1

I

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

w
4
2
0

w
4
2
0

0
0
0
0

RUSSET BURBANK

.5 a

.0 a

.0 a

.5 a

WEEK OF RATING3
11 1210

1.0 a
2.5 a
1.0 a
2.0 a

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a
0.0 a

3.5 a
5.0 a
6.2 a
4.5 a

7.5 a
7.5 a

10.0 a
8.8 a

I nungicide spray schedul.e throughout the season: W=weekly applications, 4,2,0=four,two, and zero applications,
respectively.2 InocuLation treatment: 0=no inoculation,

3 Number of Heeks trom planting.
a Means in a column foliowed Uy tfre same letter do not differ at the 5% Ievel of significance.

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

.0 a

5.0 a
7.5 a
5.2 a
7.5 a

7.5 a
15.0 b
18.8 b
18.8 b

1.5 a
1.5 a
1.5 a
2.0 a

1.0 a
1.0 a
1.0 a
2.O a

6.2 a
7.5 a
6.2 a
6.2 a

8.8 a
10.0 a
12.5 a
12.5 a

WEEK OF RÀTING
11 12

NORLAND

t0

13

5.0 a
5.0 a
8.8 a
6.2 a

10.0 a
10.0 a
13.8 a
13.8 a

7.5 a
8.8 a
8.8 a
8.8 a

12.5 a
20.0 a
17.5 a
20.0 a

14

10.0 a
10.0 a
10.0 a
10.0 a

23.8 a
32.5 a
33.8 a
32.5 a

10.0 a
12.5 a
12.5 a
10.0 a

12.5 a
18.8 a
13.8 a
17.5 a

l=inoculation with Alternaria solani at week 8, July 23,1984.

t5

8.8 a
10.0 a
10.0 a
10.0 a

27.5 b
42.5 c
52.5 c
48.8 c

10.0 a
12.5 a
15.0 a
10.0 a

15.0 a
23.8 a
17.5 a
18.8 a

t3

13.8 a
10.0 a
13.8 a
17.5 a

46.2 a
53.8 a
50.0 a
68.8 a

14

27.5 a
17.5 a
17.5 a
31 .2 a

50.0 b
75.0 c
90.0 d
90.0 d

15

37.5 a
37.5 a
50.0 a
62.5 a

75.0 a
85.0 a
95.0 a
90.0 a

î
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3.3.3 Relationship of yield and disease

The stepwise selection procedure, with an entry ìevel of 0.15 signifi-

cance, admitted the fewest variables into the regression equations. The

forward selection procedure and the maximum r2 selection usually selected

the same variables, although the forward selection procedure also admitted

variables with a significance level for entry into the equation of 0.5. 0c-

casionally the forward selection procedure admitted only one or two vari-

ab I es i nto the equat ¡ on. Under these c i rcums tances ,

equation maximizing the rz value was chosen.

The two yield parameters analyzed with respect to disease were number of

marketable tubers per pìot and weight of marketable tubers, pounds per plot.

In .|983 no significant relat¡onships were obtained for regression of number

or weight of either cultivar with d¡sease incidence or severity.

In 1984, however, some significant relationships were apparent. The best

single-predictor models using various disease parameters explained a maximum

of \22 of the variation in number of marketable tubers cultivar Russet Bur-

bank, 282 of the variation in weight of marketable tubers of the same culti-

var, 562 of the variation in number of marketable tubers of cultivar Nor-

land, and 6Z2 of the variation in marketable weight of cultivar Norland.

l4ultiple variable prediction equations explained more of the variation in

yield. Forward selection procedures, using a level of significance for en-

try into the equation of 0.5, generally admitted three variables into the

equations. The best three-variable regression equations, using assessments

of incidence, assessments of severity, severity increments, and assessments

of defol iation as the independent variables, are found in tables 13,.l4,15,

the three-variable
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and 16, respectively. These equations explained a maximum of close to 50?

of the variation in both number and weight of marketable tubers of the cul-

t¡var Russet Burbank, and a maximum of over 60? of the variation in yield

parameters for the cultivar Norland.

l,lultiple regression with incidence of early bl ight (TaUle l3) produced the

least rel iable prediction equations, often explaining a smal ler percentage

of the variation in yield than many single predictor variables. ljlultiple

regression using assessments of disease severity as the independent vari-

ables explained approximatel y 3OZ of variation in yield for cultivar Russet

Burbank and over 60? of the variation in yield for cultivar Norland (table

ì4). Increments of disease severity throughout the season, cãlculated by

subtraction of weekly severity assessment values, explained simi lar amounts

of variation in yield as disease severity (faUle l5) . llultiple regression

using weekly defol iation assessments as the ¡ndependent variabìes general ly

produced predictive equations which explained more of the yariation in yield

than other regressions (faUle l6).



TABLE 13. The best-titting three-variable regression equations depicting the relationships betreen marketabre yield
and early bfighi disease incidence: Portage Ia Prairie, 1984.

VÀRIETY

RusseÈ Burbank TNO5

Russet Burbank T!{TG

Norland TNO

Norland Tl{T

YIEÍ,D = I|EEK OF
VÀRIABLE RATINGI

I plots rere rated weekly for disease incidence in 1984, starting the seventh week after planÈing
àñã-."ntinuing until tñe 1Sth reek after planting (Xz...Xrs).

, ñäõ.ãiiiãn eqúation is of the torm Y = Bo + Brxr * B?Il 1.::l,llïl:,. !-qõåiã-iããt ót the mean sum of squares for error (standard deviatÍonl'
I Coefficient ot determination.t iÑõ-;;;;ãiãnts thã number of marketable tubers (1,000 P:t-!l)l-,t,i,irr;;ñ;ãá"nt" the ueight of marketable tubers (1'000 kg per ha).
*,** Sigiificant at the 5% and 1% Ievels, respectively'

= 7 I 10

=789
= I 9 10

= 7 9 10

Y=
y=

Y=

Y=

REGRESSION EOUATION2

116.6 - 0.509X2

30.2 - 0.995x2

195.2 + 0.655X¡

45.0 - 2,68Xt

- 0.337x¡ - 0.219Xro

- 0.238Xa - O.272Xg

- 1.05Xs - 0.90Xro

- 0.540Xg - 0.550Xro

ROOT
MSE3

20.13

13.62

35.47

17.22

F
VALUE

1 .32

3.64*

4 .12*

7.24t*

R
souAREr

0 .12r

0.281

0. 306

0.437

o\,Þ



TABLE 14. The best-fitting three-variable regression equations depicting-the relationships between marketable
yietd and early blight disease severity: Portage la Prairie, 1984.

VAR¡ETY

Russet Surbanh TNos

Russet Burbank TgfTG

Norland TNO

Norland TwT

YIELD = WEEK OF
VARIABLE RÀlINGI

t plots were rated reekly [or disease severity in 1984, starting the seventh neek after planting and
continuing until the 1Ëth reek after planting (x2...!(rs).

2 Reqression equation is of the form Y = Bo + BrXr + BzXz +...+ Bn¡in..
s gqõåre root óf the mean sum of squares for error (standard deviation).
I CoeÊ[icient of determination.s TNo represents the number of marketable tubers (1'000 per ha).
6 rwit reþresents the reight of marketable tubers (1,000 kg per ha).
*,*** 5ig¡ificant at the 5% and 0.1% Ievels, respecÈively.

10 12 14

10 13 14

10 14 15

13 14 15

y = 104.0 - 4.2711to + 0.56Xr2 + 0.804X1¡

y = 27.3 - 3.24X16 + 1.82Xrs * 0.908Xr¡

Y = 163.4 - 1.40Xr6 - 2.25X1a + 1.75Xrs

y = 36.5 + 0.575Xrs - 0.750Xr¡ - 0.235Xrs

REGRESSTON EQUATION2 ROOT
itsE 3

17 .77

13 .17

26.55

13.11

F
VAIUE

3.90* 0.295

4.54* 0.327

1 4.68*** 0.61 1

19.24*** 0.673

R
SQUAREI



TABLE 15. The best-fitting three variable regression equations_depicting the relationships between marketable
yield and severity increment: Portage la Prairie' 1984.

VARI ETY

Russet Burbank TNos

frusset Burbank TWTB

Norland TNO

Norland TwI

YIELD = SEVERITY
VÀRI ABLE I NCRET.TENT I

I Increments of early bilght severity rere calculated by subtraction of severity values. Xr=neek I - çeek 7i
x2=seek 9 - week Bi i.lie.t 10 - wËek 9¡ xr= week 11 I week 10; X5= week 12 - week 11; x5=¡¡ssk 13 - neek 12;
Xz= neek 14 - week 13; Xr= week 15 - reeh 14.

2 Regression eguation is of the form Y = Bo + BrXr.+ BzIz 1.:.*.BlTn..3 Sqúare root óf the mean sum of squares for error (sÈandard deviation).
I coefficient of determination.t iÑó-;;¡;ãsents the number ot marketable tubers l1'000 per ha).. .6 TWT reþresents the weight of marketable tubers (1,000 kg per ha).
**,*** Significant at the 1% and 0.1% levels, respectively.

= l(¡ Xs Xz

=X¡XsXz
=X¡XzX¡

=X¡XeXz

l=
Y=
Y=
y=

REGRESSION EOUÀTION2

105.2 - 2.82Xt + 1.56Xs + 1.36Xr

27.9 - 2.l6x,s + l.82Xs - 0.906x2

158. 1 - 2. 16Xt - 0.51 7X't + 2.8211a

35.3 - 0.569X¡ - 0.338xe - 1.O2rt

ROOT
MSE3

18.02

13.13

27.25

1 3.64

F
VÀLUE

3.96** 0.298

4.63** 0.332

1 3.45*** 0.590

1 7.09*** 0.547

R
SOUARE.

(}\
o\



TABLE i6. The best-Éitting three-variable regression equations depicting the relatíonships between marketable
yíeld and defoliation: Portage la Prairie, 1984'

VARI ETY

Russet Burbank TNos

Russet Burbank TWTB

Norland TNO

Norland TwT

YIELD = WEEK OF
VÀRIÀBLE RÀTINGI

I plots sere rated weekly for defoliation in 1984, starting the seventh week after planting and
ãõniinuing until the 1-sth $eek after planting (xz...xrs).

2 Regressioñ equation is of the form Y = Bo + BrXt -+ Bz{z 1.:.*.BlT!:,t 3-õúãi. ioot ór the mean sum of squares for error (standard deviation).
I Cõefficient of determination.
" iÑó-;;;;ãããnii the number of marketable tubers (1,000 per ha).' .c tWt reþresents the weight of marketable tubers (1'000 kg per ha).
**,*** Signiticant at the 1% and 0.1% Ievels, respectively'

12 1t 15

11 13 14

11 14 15

13 t4 15

y = 123.0 - 3.46Xrz - 0.997Xr¡ + 0.596Xrs

y = 31.3 - 1.85Xrr + 1.44Xr¡ - 1.22Xtt

y = 181 .2 - 0.96Xil - 0.32Xr¡ - 0.49Xrs

Y = 38.3 + 0.418Xr3 - 0.700Xrr - 0.234Xr5

REGRESSIÖN EQUATION2 ROOT
llsE 3

15.63

12.08

26,94

1 3.30

F
VÀLUE

8.83**r 0.472

7. 1 8** 0.435

1 3.98*** 0.600

1 I .55*** 0.665

R
SQUARE.

o\
-l
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3.3.\ Phenoloqical development

Development as recorded by growth stage was similar each year (Table l7),

although not all growth stages vrere recorded for both cultivars in each

year. Also, the individual stages were not necessari ly completely distinct

for either cultivar.

Leaf area index (LAl) of the cultivar Russet Burbank increased rapidly at

the beginning of the season, reached a maximum about August 27' and then

declined slightly (Figure l). Number of leaves also reached a maximum level

at this time (Figure 2). Both LAI and number of leaves of the cultivar Nor-

land increased slightly, peaked the week of Aug. l3 and and decreased with

matur i ty.

Regression equations relating LAI to time were highly significant

both cultivars (Table l8). The relationship between number of leaves of

cultivar Russet Burbank and time was also highly significant; however,

simi lar significant relationship for cultivar Norland was not found.

Tuber set began in the second and third weeks of July in the cultivar

Russet Burbank, âs the first sampl ing produced a few bud-l ike enlargements

at the end of stolons. The cuìtivar Norland initiated tuber development

sometime previous to this, because at the first sampling small tubers were

present. Tuber weight of both cultivars increased each week until the final

sampling in September and average weight of the cultivar Norland was always

greater than that of the cultivar Russet Burbank (Figure 3). Quadratic re-

gression of time and tuber weight gave close-fitting curves for both culti-

vars. A highly significant relationship was found between weight and LAI

and weight and number of leaves for the cultivar Russet Burbank, but these

relationships were not significant for the cultivar Norland (Table l8).

for

the



TABLE 17. Phenological development of potato cultivars Russet
Burbank and Norland: Portage la Prairie, 1983,t984.

RUSSET BURBANK

DATE

1983 t984

25 r'rAY

I2 JUNE
r 9 JUNE
27 JUNE
I8 JULY
02 AUG

16 AUG

23 AUG

30 AUG

29 r,lAY

I8 JUNE
22 JUNE
26 JUNE

I6 JULY

30 JULY
07 AUG

20 AUG

27 AUG

GRO}TTH

STAGE I

PLANT I NG

5ou EIIERGENCE
IOOg EI'IERGENCE

ERECT (6-8,' TALL)
F LO}.'ER BUD

5oz BL00f,1

FULL BLOOI'I
PAST FULL BLOOI,I

F ULL GROI.TN

I,IATURE

D I EBACK

I Not al I grov{th stages were visibìe for
nor were all stages completely distinct

NORLAND

DATE

I 983

nLl

26 lrAY
t9 JUNE
23 JUNE
27 JUNE
I8 JULY

I 984

or_1::

09 AUG

I6 AUG

30 AUG

30
22
26
30
r6

14AY

JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
J ULY

each variety each year,
from other stages.

23
30
o7
20
03

JULY
JULY
AUG

AUG

SEPT



Figure l: l¡lean leaf area index and regression
i n weeks.
A) Cultivar Russet Burbank.
B) Cultivar Norland.

of leaf area index with time
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F i gure 2: l,iean number of I eaves (per square meter)
of leaves with time in weeks.
A) Cultivar Russet Burbank.
B) Cultivar Norland.

and regression of number
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TABLE 1g. Regression eguations relating various phenological parameters to time and tuber weight! Portage la Prairie, 1984'

VARIETY

Russet Burbank LÀI I

Norland LAI

Russet Burbank f LEAVESG

REGRESSION MODEL

Norland

Russet Burbank WEIGHTT

Norland

Russet Burbank 9IEIGHT

Nor Iand

= TIME5 + (TIME*TIME)

= TIME + (TItlE*TIl,lE)

= TIME + (r¡ME*rlt{e)

= TIr.tE + (tlue*rlMs)

= TIME + (tt¡re*t¡He)

= TIME + (r¡He*t¡t4s)

= LÀI

= LÀI

= # LEAVES

= il LEÀVES

f LEAVES

Russet Burbanh }IEIGHT

Nor land

WEIGHT

r Regression equation is of the form Y = Bo + BtXr + BzXz +"'+ BnXn'
2 Coefficient ot determination.
3 CoeEticient of variation.
' LÀI represents the leaf area index.
s TIME rèpresents the time in weeks.
t i-le¡ù83 iãpr.senis the number of leaves per meter2'
7 t{EIcHT repräsents the Èuber weight in grams.
*,ii,iii éiänific"nÈ at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.

WETGHT

REGRESSION EOUÀTIONI

I{EIGTIÎ

Y = -0.917 + 1.65x - 0.126x2

Y = 0.189 + 0.919x - 0.0978x2

T = -25.6 + 152.8X - 11.33X2

Y = 93.0 + 28.1X, - 2.91X'2

y = -494.9 + 502.5X - 19.56X2

Y = -652 .7 + 760.1X, - 41 .72x'2

Y = -384.2 + 523.8X

Y=454.0+681.9X
Y=-397.0+4.75X
Y=160.0+0.70X

F
VÀLUE

49.64*** 0:859

1 8 .59*** 0 .7 41

24,.52*t * 0.766

0.91 0.123

70.07*** 0.959

96.0*** 0.970

21.55** 0.755

0.97 0. 1 39

28.44r.** 0.640

0.01 0.001

R
souARE2

c.v. 3

f 5.9

16.4

19.4

28.6

14.4

10.9

32.6

s7 .6

37 .4

s8.6

1,..
i-:,-
I

--JÞ



F igure 3: l,lean
with

A)
B)

tuber weight per square meter
time in weeks.

Cultivar Russet Burbank.
Cultivar Norland.

and regression of tuber weight
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3.\ prscussr0N

3.4.1 Yierd

rf,larketabler weight was the weight variable used in this trial because it

was the variable most closely resembl ing weight values associated with com-

mercial production, as suggested by James (.|974). Total weight included too

many small potatoes which would not have been picked up with commercial har-

vesters.

ln 1983 there were no significant yield differences with respect to

treatment for either cult¡var. Disease intensity was extremeìy low and fer-

til ity levels r^rere high, thus al I treatments grew vigorously. Research per-

formed by Basu (.1974) and Harrison et al (ì965a,b) also lacked significant

yield losses when they relied on natural infection to increase disease lev-

els on tomatoes and potatoes, respectively.

In 1984 trends toward reduced yield as early bl ight intensity increased

brere apparent although insignificant for the cultivar Russet Burbank. Other

researchers also found spraying controlled disease, but gave no direct sig-

nificant yield benefit (Easton and Nagle, 1985; Harrison g! g!, l965b,c).

Disease severities in 1984 were low, with the average per treatment always

less than l5l. Leaf area index remained well above one for the whole period

of bulking. Perhaps this led to a constant bulking rate in all treatments

(l4ilthorpe, 1963; Ililthorpe and l.loorby, 197Ð and was the reason dísease had

I ittle effect on yield.

In 1984 the cultivar Norland had significant increases in both weight and

number of tubers with weekly spraying. These results are in accordance with

the results of Haware (.|971), Harrison and Venette (ì970), Douglas and Gros-
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kopp (1974), and Teng and Bissonnette (1985a). Higher disease severity af-

fected yield: stressed plants set fewer tubers or reabsorbed previously set

tubers (tt¡ I ttrorpe and f,loorby, 197Ð and also yielded less with respect to

weight. Trends toward heavier yields when fungicide control led disease were

evident, but h,ere significant only for the Norland cultivar in 1984 when in-

fection became epidemic. This may suggest that a certain threshold level of

disease (Zadoks and Schein, 197Ð is permissible. Verification of this hy-

pothesis and determining what levels are permissible would require analysis

of results from many more yield trials.

ln 1984 tuber set on the cultivar Russet Burbank began in the latter part

of July, corresponding to the time period shortly before full bloom. Initi-

ation of tuber set on the cultivar Norland occurred sl ightly earl ier, also

corresponding to the time period shortly before its full bloom stage. A

stress-inducing fungal inoculation at this point couìd have had significant

effects on yield because usually only tubers set during this initial period

reach marketable size (tloorby, 1978). A. solani inoculation took place dur-

ing the third week of July.

In both years the average yield of the Norland cultivar surpassed that of

the Russet Burbank culiivar, contrary to the findings of Teng and Bisson-

nette (1985a). However, the Norland cultivar was well into dieback by the

end of August, brhiìe the other cultivar had just reached maturity. By the

beginning of September the LAI of the Russet Burbank cultivar htas still near

its peak, ât approximately 4.5, while the LAI of the Norland cultivar had

fallen to approximately one, under which point the tuber growth decreases

(t'ti ttnorpe and lloorby, 197Ð. Finally, the tuber grobrth of the Russet Bur-

bank cultivar, as described by regression, was increasing, while that of the
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Norland cultivar v{as reaching a I imit. Lacroix (lg8l+, personal communica-

tion) found that the Russet Burbank cultivar can have as much as a 50? in-

crease in yield weight from the second week in September until the end of

September i n l,lan i toba. These data po ¡ nt to the Russet Burbank cu I t ivar hav-

ing a potentially higher yield than the Norland cultivar, in support of Teng

and Bissonnette (1985a). In both years, however, both cultivars were har-

vested in mid-September.

3,\.2 D i sease

Neither phytotoxic nor beneficial effects were observed as a result of

spraying with Dithane 1,1-45 (mancozeb). lf there were such effects on these

cultivars, the effects s,hould have been apparent in 1983 when there was lit-

tle disease pressure, but spraying was carried out regardless. Cal lbeck

('1969a, b) f ound s im i I ar resu ì ts .

Factors influencing amount of disease included inoculum levels, host sus-

ceptibility, and environmental conditions. Prior to 1983 potatoes had not

been grown on the experimental site for at least five years. Each year the

experiments were conducted on summer fallow; therefore, debris was minimal'

possibly reducing initial inoculum loads. Airborne inoculum from nearby

fields may have contributed particularly to initial disease symptoms in both

years. ln 1984 inoculation increased disease levels in plots receiving

inocuìations, but even in uninoculated plots disease levels h,ere higher.

This may be partly due to interplot interference (James et al, 197Ð, Al-

though inocuìum was applied on a virtually windless evening, once the inocu-

lum dried, it may have been blown into uninoculated plots. Also, more le-

sions produced as a result of the inoculation would have produced more

spores, increasing the secondary inoculum load. Waggoner (1962) found that
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after infection was present in a field, there was a higher chance of infec-

tion from within the field than from another field.

Host susceptibi I ity may have been affected by ferti I ity levels. Al I

plots were planted on summer fallow and received fertilizer at planting. In

1983 a much higher level of fertilizer h,as applied and plants were particu-

larly vigorous. Studies have shown early bl ight to be nutrition-related

(Barclay g! g!, 1973; Horsfaì I and Heuberger, l9l+2b; Jones and Darl ing,

1953; Sol tanpour and Harr i son, 197\i Thomas, 1948) . I ncreased ferti I i ty,

particularly high nitrogen levels, may have delayed plant maturity (Tisdale

and Nelson, 197Ð, thus al lowing for an argument of juveni le resistance

(Harrison g! g!, 1965b; Lana et al, 1976) and increased time for meri-

stematic activity (Barclay g! g!, 1973i Stavely and Slana, l97l), or delayed

senescence (Harrison g! g!, 1965b; Hooker, l98l; Lana g! g!, 1976; Soltanp-

our and Harrison, .|974) to explain the low disease intensities.

In 1984 the plants were less vigorous although according to soil test re-

sults adequate ferti I izer was appl ied. Disease intensity was higher in both

cultivars; however, the disease gradient in the cultivar Norland was much

greater. The dif ference in susceptibil ity r^ras possibly related to the ear-

I ier physiological maturity of the early cultivar Norland, as Horsfal ì and

Heuberger (1942b), Pound (1951), and Barratt and Richards (t944) found for

tomato. Perhaps with one inoculation the cultivar Russet Burbank would be-

come as diseased as the cult¡var Norland, ¡f the inoculat¡on were to take

place when both cultivars were at a simi I iar stage of maturity. However,

there is I ittle f lex¡bility for pìant¡ng dates in l,lanitoba; in late-July the

tr^ro cultivars wil I usual ly be at dif ferent maturity levels. Douglas and Pa-

vek (1972) and Abdel-Rahman (197Ð also indicated early-maturing potato cul-

tivars were more susceptible to early bl ight than later-maturing cultivars.
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Inoculation took place in late July, often when natural infection is

f irst noted in f ields in l'lanitoba. I,Jithin two weeks evidence of the inoc-

ulation v{as apparent on both cultivars. The leaf area indices of the two

cultivars brere simi lar at inoculation; however, during the incubation period

of the disease, the LAI of the Russet Burbank cult¡var increased to almost

3.5, while the LAI of the Norland cultivar Ìncreased to only 2.5. The peak

LAI of both cultivars occurred during the third week after inoculation, when

the LAI of the Russet Burbank cultivar reached a value above 5' while the

LAI of the Norland cultivar remained belol^t 3.

tivar may have had a better chance of 'outgrowing' the disease.

Environmental differences may also account for varying amounts of disease

during the two years; however, environment þr¡ll be discussed in the follow-

i ng paper.

3.t+.2.1 lncidence

Weekly sprayed plots generally had a lower percent incidence longer than

other plots. This was expected because Dithane ll-45 has some residual ac-

tivity, but is protective, not eradicant

The relationsh¡p between yield and incidence was significant in t984, but

incidence was a poor indicator of yield. lncidence was easily rated and was

very object¡ve (Horsfalì and Heuberger, .l942a); however, a level of '|00? was

reached well before the end of the season. Therefore, other factors could

have contributed to yieìd loss after the time .|008 incidence was reached"

Thus, the Russet Burbank cul-



3.\ .2.2 Sever i ty

In 1983 disease severity in all plots was less than 28. In general plots

sprayed four times and weekly throughout the season had significantly less

disease than other plots. However, because the level of disease r^ras very

low the significance of the difference is of questionable value. The as-

sessment key did not differentiate between size of plants and host size may

differ between cultîvar or stage of growth. For example, individual plants

of the cultivar Russet Burbank were larger than those of the cultivar Nor-

land and although planting density was higher in the cultivar Norland, the

LAI of the cultivar Russet Burbank v,,as greater; at peak levels of LAl, the

ratio of size v.ras approximately 221. Low severities were rated as number of

lesions per plant; however, if l0 lesions on a small young plant constituted

lZ d¡sease, surely that number of lesions on larger, older plants did not

also represent lZ d¡sease. Ratio of leaf area indices could be as high as

5:l for older Russet Burbank plants compared to younger plants.

In .|984 the wide range of disease severity was due partly to inoculation.

Weekly sprayed plots general ly had significantly less disease than unsprayed

plots; this showed spraying had a positive effect. The relationship between

disease severity and yield was also significant; for the cultivar Russet

Burbank approximately 3OZ of the variation in yield was explained; for the

cultivar Norland, which had a wide range of severity and suffered heavy

yield losses, severity was a good predictor, explaining over 60? of the var-

iation in yield. Increments of disease severity explained simi lar amounts

of variation in yield for both cultivars. Teng and Bissonnette (1985¡,c)

found three-variable multiple regression equations using early bl ight sever-

ity or severity increments explained over 701 of the variation in weight of

US# I potatoes of both cuìtivars.

8z
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Although multiple regression equations brere statistical ly significant in

many cases, for some disease variables when the values were changed just

slightly, there hras a large effect on yield. In natural situations a very

smal I increase in disease is unl ikely to alter yield significantly. Both

James g! al (1972), working with late bl ight, and Teng and Bissonnette

(t985b), working with early blight, used subjective analysis along with sta-

tistical analys¡s to counteract th¡s effect. The three criteria James et al

used included a small residual mean square, no single disease increment had

a net effect of increasing tuber yield, and no single disease increment had

so large a net effect on estimated yield that a smaìl change in the value

would greatly aìter predicted yield loss. Teng and Bissonnette performed a

toìerance check on size and range of values for each variabìe to delete re-

dundant material or variables with potential ly large net effects. The posi-

tive effect of some variables on yield or the tremendous net effect of a

single variable on yield probably stems from a variety of factors including

a singìe heavy ''inoculation and signif icance of results from only one year.

3.4,2.3 Defol iation

Defol iation was a good yield predicting variable for the cultivar Russet

Burbank; it significantly explained almost 50? of the variation in yield.

Defol iation was as good a predictor as severity in determining yield loss

for the cultivar Norland.

one stem or leaf petiole lesion may have more effect than one ìesion on a

leaf; this was unaccounted for in the severity rating. However, when a leaf

dropped off due to any lesion, it was accounted for in the defoliation rat-

ings. Qther problems, in addition to early bl ight' may have also affected

the level of defol iation.



3.\.3 Growth

Analysis of growth stage data revealed that the cultivar Norland was full

grobrn two weeks earlier than the Russet Burbank cultivar. Both leaf area

index data and leaf number data from l98l+ also indicated that the cultivar

Norland reached maturity two weeks earlier than the cultivar Russet Burbank.

The latter methods were more useful, however, because the growth stage data

were not completely distinct, and were somewhat subjective.

The fact that tuber weight was significantl.y related to the leaf area in-

dex of the cultivar Russet Burbank hras expected because of the significant

relationships of both LAI and time and weight and time. l,loorby (1978) re-

ported that I inear relationships between leaf area durat¡on and tuber yield

v'rere poor unless al I LAI above three were presumed to be three. This same

relationship was not significant for the cultivar Norland, whose leaf area

index was always less than three during the season.

3.5 SUr'lr,rARY

No significant differences for weight or number of either cultivar rÂrere

obtained in 1983, where disease levels were extremely low.

84

A fieìd trial was conducted in 1983 and 1984 to evaluate the effects of

early bl ight on yield of two potato cultivars, Russet Burbank and Norland.

In 1984 after inoculum was appl ied to half the plots, disease levels in-

creased in most plots of both cultivars, although to a much higher level in

the early maturing cultivar, Norland. No significant differences in yield

were obtained for the Rqsset Burbank cultivar; however, for the cultivar

Norland, weekly sprayed plots significantly outyielded other plots. Inoc-
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ulation affected disease severity of both cultivars significantly, but sig-

nificant interaction effects between inoculation and fungicide treatment

were evident only for the cultivar Norland. There hrere no significant in-

teraction effects on yield for either cultivar. The effects of inoculation

were visible within two weeks.

Regression of yield with defoliation explained close to 5OZ of the varia-

tion in yield of the cultivar Russet Burbank, while regression with disease

severity or defoliation explained over 602 of the variation in yield of the

cul tivar Nor land.

Leaf area index of both cultivars increased to a peak in mid-August and

then declined with maturity. LAI of the Russet Burbank cultivar was gener-

ally higher than the LAI of the Norland cultivar. LAI of the Russet Burbank

cultivar increased dramatically after inoculation, while the LAI of the cul-

tivar Norland increased to a Iesser extent.



4.1 INTRODUCTION

Throughout the years a variety of weather conditions have been considered

responsible for the promotion of early bl ight (Harrison g! f, 1965a; l'loore,

19\2; Rands, l917; l.lhetzel, 192Ð . Harrison et al ('1965a) il lustrated the

variety of conditions when they observed the disease severity to be as great

in a cool dry year as in a warm moist one.

The most important environmental factors affecting early blight are temp-

erature and moisture. Each phase of the lifecycle has its own optimum con-

ditions. For hyphal growth, germination, and germ tube development the op-

timum temperature was 28oC, whi le for production of appressoria, conidia'

and conidiophores the optimum was onl y 22oC (Horsfal I and Lukens' l97l) .

Potato foliage infection could occur within four hours at 25oC, êight hours

at I5oC, or twelve hours at lOoC (Bashi and Rotem, 197\; Rotem and Reichert,

t964). llunnecke er al (lg¡g) reported that the minimum relative humidity

required for germination of A. solani spores was 87?. Rotem and Reichert

(f964) reported, however, that below 962 relative humid¡ty the rate of ger-

mination was extremely low; thus, they indicated free water was essent¡al

for foliage infection. Spore formation occurred in moist periods as well as

in dry periods and was enhanced by the occurrence of short interrupted wet

periods (Bashi and Rotem, 1975¡ Rands , 1917; l'Jaggoner and Horsf al l, 196Ð .

Chapter I V

EP IDEI,IIOLOGY OF EARLY BL IGHT OF POTATOES IN I'IAN ITOBA

-86-
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Spore dispersal was favoured by windy dry conditions or by periods of heavy

rainfall (Nutter, .|978; Rotem, 1964; Waggoner and Horsfall, 1969).

Fungicide application is the most effective control measure when inoculum

is present and environment is favourable for disease development (lladden et

gI, .|978). But because fungicide appl ications are expensive, from 6-16 dol-

lars per acre (Campbell, 1983), researchers have searched for methods to re-

duce the number of appl ications required, whi le st¡ I I maintaining effective

control. A primary method is proper timing of the initial fungicide appli-

cation. Recommendations include starting spraying when initial disease

symptoms were present, before any signs of diseases h,ere present usual ly

just after flowering, as soon as flowering began, oF when a high influx of

spores was present (Feddersen, 1962¡ Harrison, l965b,c; Henderson, 1962;

ghms and Fenwick, 1962). Another important method of reducing the number of

fungicide appÌ ications is disease forecasting through disease and environ-

mental monitoring. l'ladden et al (1978) publ ished an early bl ight f orecast-

¡ng system which, when suppl ied with appropriate data, identified periods

favourable for A. solani spore formation and infection of tomato. This pro-

gram provided recommendations for initial and subsequent fungicide appl ica-

t ¡ ons.

The purpose of this study v,ras two-fold: to permit Alternaria solani to

develop naturally on ¡ts potato host in order to gain further understanding

in the relationship between host, pathogen, and environment, and from this

relationship to determine factors suitable for running an efficient fungi-

cide appl ication schedule in f'lanitoba.
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\.2 I'IATER I ALS AND I'IETHODS

tteekly ratings of early bl ight disease levels, twice-weekly ratings of

Alternaria solani spore levels, and cont¡nuous monitoring of environmental

conditions were performed at tbro locations in .|982,1983, and 1984. The ear-

Iy blight disease level was monitored with the aid of a disease assessment

key (Anon., 19\7i Fry,1977) (Appendix A) and standard area disease diagrams

(Granousky and Peterson, 1954) (Appendix B). Single plots of Russet Burbank

potatoes were maintained in Graysvil le, llanitoba (f'turta Farm) and in Portage

la Prairie l,tanitoba (Vust Farm and University of llanitoba Field Substation

at Portage la Prairie). At l'lurta Farm and Vust Farm plots t'rere grown on

land on which potatoes had been grov,rn within the previous two years. At the

University Station, however, ho potatoes had been grown on the plots for at

least five years. Al I cultural operations including planting' h¡ I I ing' cul-

tivations, and insecticide applications were carried out by the producers or

in conjunct¡on with the yield trial. No fungicide treatments hrere appl ied.

These plots consisted of twelve twelve meter-long rows.

\.2.1 Spore trappi nq

A weather vane spore trap was placed in the plot at each location. The

trapping surface consisted of two removable glass microscope sl ides covered

with a thin coating of WD-40. Spores v,,ere trapped by impaction at a level

of 152 cn above the ground. Slides were replaced two times per week and

numbers of 4l_!.@. solani spores on each sl ide h,ere counted under a mag-

nification of 100X. The number of spores was averaged for each ìocation and

was divided by the number of days the slides had been in the field to give

an average dai ly spore count.
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\.2.2 Env¡ ronmental data

Environmental data recorded consisted of temperature, duration of leaf

surf ace r^retness, relative humidity, and rainfal l. Al I environmental data

were recorded on Bendix-Freeze hygrothermographs placed inside Stevenson

screens at ground level within the plant canopy. The hygrothermographs were

modif ied to accommodate a leaf wetness recorder and rainf al I gauge (l'lacHardy

and Sondej, l98l). The leaf wetness recorders were located separate from

the Stevenson screens and were also placed within the plant canopy.

Two-hourly temperature readings were averaged over 24 hours to obtain av-

erage daily temperature values. These values v'rere compared to the Environ-

ment Canada average daily temperatures derived from maximum and minimum val-

ues recorded at the standard height of approximatelY 1.2 meters.

Env i ronment Canada data were obta i ned f rom two nearby stat ions: l'lurta Farm

at Graysville and the Canadian Forces Base at Portage la Prairie.

Time when leaves became v{et through rainfall or dew and the duration of

the leaf wetness were recorded and average temperature during the period of

leaf wetness h,as determined. Two-hourly relative humidity (RH) readings

r^rere compared to similar readings recorded at standard height by Environment

Canada at Portage la Prairie and regression analysis was performed to deter-

mine the relationship. Regression was also used to determine the relation-

ship between the duration of leaf wetness and the hours of RHÐO% and 2852.
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\.2.3 ' FAST' Prosram

An early bl ight forecasting system developed by l'ladden et al (1978) was

examined for its potential use with potatoes under I'lanitoba growing con-

ditions. 0riginally developed for use with tomatoes, the system v,ras called

FAST: Forecasting Al-!.@. solani on Tomatoes.

A computer program was fashioned after 'FASTT to evaluate environmental

data recorded in the potato plant canopy. Severity values were created by

comparing the periods of leaf wetness to average temperature during those

periods, as determined by the matrix presented in Appendix C. Rating values

h,ere created by comparing temperature and rainfall with the number of hours

of reìative humidity >9Olá over five days (Appendix D). The value of rela-

tive humidity determining the rating value v,ras also substituted with RH>r8!Z

to test the importance of this variable. The necessity of a fungicide ap-

pl ication was determined by severity values. Severity values were permitted

to accumulate over the season until a level of 35 was reached, at which time

the initial spray recommendation vras given. At this point severity values

were re-accumulated over seven days to create the cumulative severity value

(CS value). Subsequent spray applications v{ere recommended when the CS val-

ue reached a level of 14. Each time a spray recommendation was issued' the

CS value was reset to zero.

The importance of the rating value.was to determine whether five-day or

seven-day spray schedules hrere necessary. Rating values were accumulated

over five days to create the cumulative rat¡ng value (Cn value). l,lhen a

spray recommendation was issued on the basis of the CS value, a seven-day

spray schedule bras recommended if CRcl and a five-day schedule hras recom-

mended ¡f CR>9.
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4.3 RESULTS

Each year plots at Graysville were planted earlier than those at Portagê

Ia Prairie. Each year initial small influxes of spores appeared in mid-July

at both locations (Figure 4). Increasing numbers of spores were trapped

starting in late-JÚly. Early bl ight became apparent around this point and

increased gradual ly. Symptoms usual ly appeared sooner at Graysvi I le and

were more severe than at Portage la Prairie, although spore counts were sim-

ilar. Lowest observable levels of disease were approximately 0.01%, as de-

termined with the early blight assessment key. As the amount of disease in-

creased, the percent severity was extrapoìated from the assessment key and

standard disease diagrams. l,laximum severity observed in these plots was 252

disease. No major focal points of disease were identified; disease ap-

peared uniformly throughout the plots.



F i gure 4: Spore trapping results
Portage la Prairie and

and progression
Graysvi I le ì982,

of disease severity for.|983, and 1984.
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4.3. I Envi ronment

Eighty percent of the Environment Canada average daily temperature values

were within È 1.0 oc of the plant canopy average daily temPerature values.

Thus, when missing values v.rere encountered in the plant canopy data, the En-

vironment Canada values were substituted for both Portage la Prairie and

Graysvi I le.

Regression analysis was performed on the full range of values of relative

humidity taken from the plant canopy data at Portage la Prairie with respect

to their Environment Canada counterparts. A cìose-fitting relationship' on

the basis of the coefficient of determination (R') and coefficient of vari-

ation (C.V.), hras observed. However, the frequency of predicted values of

RH>85å was less than 6O16 of the frequency of observed values of ntÞ858. The

upper ranges of relative humidity are the most important when considering

Alternaria germination and infection. Therefore, plant canopy data from the

upper ranges of relative humidity ßH>)52) were regressed with their respec-

t¡ve Environment Canada counterparts. Here the relationship fit well on the

basis of coeff icient of variation (Tabìe 19). The frequency of RH}85? and

RH>4OZ of the predicted values was IOOå and 85?, respectively, of the origi-

nal plant canopy data. when missing relative humidity values were encoun-

tered for the Portage la Prairie plant canopy data' neht RH values, predicted

from Environment Canada data using the'RH>à!Z|equation, were substituted.

Environment Canada relative humidity data were not avai lable from the

Graysvi I le station. Regression equations, relating Graysvi ì le plant canopy

data to Environment Canada data obtained from Portage la Prairie' were de-

veloped to predict relat¡ve humidi ty in Graysvi I le (Table 19) . However, be-

94



TABLE 19. Regression equations relating
canopy to relat¡ve humiditY at

SOURCE OF

PLANT CANOPY

DATA

Por tage
RH>75u

Graysvi I I e

REGRESS I ON

EQUAT | 0N '

P = 6l .32 + 0.3155

P=32.02+0.7335

relative humidity in the Plant
standard height.l

r Relative humidity data recorded at standard height_were recorded
by Environment Canada, Portage la Prairie, .|982,.|983, and 1984'

2 Regression equations are of the form P = B0* Bltr Sl where the
.rai¡"ble P is the plant canoPy RH and S is the standard height RH.

3 Coefficient of determination.
. Coefficient of variation.
5 Square root of the mean of the sum of squares for error.
*rrtr Signif icant at the 0.tå ìevel.

F R C.V.T
vALUE SQUARE3

g5

2l!.2/ft*:t O.337 6.6

t 90 .64¡rrr¡t 0 .501 l4 .9

ROOT

l,ls E 5

5.72

12.87
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cause the periods of missing data from Graysville were so frequent, missing

values were not substituted with predicted values.

A significant relationship occurred in most cases between relative humid-

ity variables, hours of Rh)908 and hours of Rh)858, and the duration of leaf

surface wetness (Table 20). For most combinations of location-years' the

fit was rather poor; the coefficients of determination (rt ) htere quite low,

less than O.35, and the coefficients of variation were quite high' often

greater than 60.

Environmental data are depicted in relation to disease severity in fig-

ures 5, 6, 7,8, 9, lO. Leaf wetness data recorded in .|983 for both loca-

tions were inaccurate due to equipment malfunction and therefore' have been

de I eted .

The growing season in .|983 was much warmer than in either of the other

years. For both tocations, the number ofrrhotil days, where the average dai-

ly temperature was greater than 2OoC, exceeded $0 days, tÍhile in 1982 and

1984 ttre number of days was ìess than J0 and 40, respectively. The number

ofrrhotil days at Portage la Prairie ¡n 1983 exceeded the number at Grays-

ville by almost 20 days and there were almost l0 more days where average

temperature v\,as greater than 2!oC at Portage la Prairie than at Graysvil le.

During each year at both locations there were several days with five or

more hours where relative humidity was greater than or egual to 90?. There

were relatively few days, however, vrith more than 20 hours of relative hu-

midity greater than 90?. The location-year, Graysvi lle-1984' had more of

these days than other location-years.



TABLE 20. Regression equations depicting
high relative humiditY IRH>90%

RH
VARTABLE

RH>/90%
RH)ls%
RH>90%
RHISs%
RHtgOr
RHr¡s:t

LOCATION I

tocations rere Portâge Ia Prairie 1982 (P82), Portage la Prairie 1984 (P84), Graysville 1982
1 984 (c84 ) .
Regression equations are of the Eorm Y=Bo+DrXr uhere the variable Y is the predicted value
of leaf retness and x is the RH variable.
Coeff icient of determination.
Coef f icienÈ of variatïon.
Square root of the mean sum of squares for error (standard deviation).

P82,c82, P84,c84
P82,c82, P84,G84
P82, P84
P82, P84
G82,c84
c82, c84

the
and

relationship betreeen duration oÊ leaf surface netness and hours of
Rtg85%).

REGRESSTON EQUATION2

Y
Y
Y
Y
v
v

= 7.70 + 0.31lX
= 5.82 + 0.427X,
= 6.97 + 0,172x
= 5.08 + 0.337x
= 8.83 + 0.347X
= 6.98 + 0.464X

F
vÀtuE

25.7 1t **
57.23r.**
2.79

1 4.97t*ù
24.29***
48.52***

R
souÀRB3

0.101
0.20t
0.024
0.117
0.177
0.308

c.v.4

63.8
60.0
84.2
80. 1

46.1
41 .5

ROOT
MSEs

6. 06
5.73
6. s3
6.21
5.18
4.7 4

(c82), and Graysville

for duration

-l



F i gure !: Progression of disease severity and various weather conditions
with time: Graysviìle, .|982.

H refers to missing data.
A) Progression of disease severity.
B) Average dai ly temperature.
C) Hours per day of relative humidity >8596 and >902.
D) Daily rainfall.
E) Hours of duration of leaf wetness per day.
F) Average ambient air temperature during the leaf wetness

per i od.
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F i gure 6: Progression of disease severity and various weather conditions
wi th time: Portage la Prai rie, .|982.

h-{ refers to missing data.
A) Progress i on of d i sease sever i ty.
B) Average dai ly temperature.
C) Hours per day of relative humidity >852 and >90?.
D) Dai ly rainfal l.
E) Hours of duration of leaf wetness per day.
F) Average ambient air temperature during the leaf wetness

per i od.
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F i gure /: Progress i on of d i sease sever i ty and
with time: Graysville, 1983.
f-l ref ers to m i ss i ng data.
A) Progress i on of d i sease sever i ty.
B) Average dai ly temperature.
C)Hours per day of relative humidi
D)Daily rainfalì.

various weather condi tions

ty >85?4 and >!0?.
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F igure 8: Progression of disease severity and various weather conditions
wi th time: Portage la Prairie, 1983.
l-l ref ers to miss ing data.
A) Progress i on of d i sease sever i ty.
B) Average dai ly temperature.
C) Hours per day of relative humiditY >852 and >90%

D) Daily rainfall.
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F i gure t: Progression of disease severity and various weather conditions
with time: Graysvi I le, 1984.
H refers to missing data.
A) progression of disease severity.
B) Average daily temperature.
C) Hours per day of relative humidity >852 and >902.
D) Daily rainfall.
E) Hours of duration of leaf wetness per day.
F) Average ambient air temperature during the leaf wetness

period.
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Figure l0: Progression of disease severity and various weather conditions
with time: Portage la Prairie, 1984.
H refers to missing data
A) Progress i on of d i sease sever i ty.
B) Average dai ly temperature.
C) Hours per day of relative humidity >85?¿ and >102.
D) Daiìy rainfall.
Ë) Hours of duration of leaf wetness per day.
F) Average ambient air temperatur during the leaf wetness

per i od.
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During each season l5-2\ days of rainfall,

each day, were recorded at each location.

At the Graysville plots in both the 1982 and 1984 seasons there h,ere more

than 30 days where a minimum of l0 hours of leaf wetness was recorded. At

Portage la Prairie, however, there were only 16 or 17 days recorded with a

minimum of l0 hours of leaf wetness. In all location-years there þJere at

least 2l days where the average temperature during the leaf wetness periods

bras greater than l5oC.

\.3.2 | FASTr Resul ts

l,ìissing temperature and reìative humidity data were subst¡tuted

vironment Canada data, as previously described. Data from 1983 are

sented due to the i naccurac i es of the I eaf wetness data wh i ch form

for the 'FAST' spray recommendations.

I t0

usually much less than l0 mm

When the level of relat¡ve

at 9AZ, in all location-years

ed on the basis of cumulative

values was started in July of

tion was recommended for each

l.lhen the ì evel of relat ive humid ity determin ing the rat ing val ue h,as

changed from lOZ RH to 85? nH, spray schedule at only one location-year was

altered. 0n the basis of CR values, for Graysvi I le, 1984, five-day spray

schedules were recommended for two sprays. This altered the spray schedule,

but the total number of recommended spray applications did not change. All

other spray recommendations remained unaltered.

humidity determining the rating value was set

only seven-day spray schedules were recommend-

rat i ng (CR) va I ues . Accumu ì at i on of sever i ty

each year and at ìeast one fungicide appl ica-

location-year (taUle Zt) .

wi th En-

not pre-

the bas i s



TÀBLE 21. 'FAST'-generated spray schedules for Portage la Prairie and Graysville, 1982 and 1984.

Week
Starting

9/.07
1 6/07
23/97
3O/07
6/08

13/08
20/08
27 /08
3/oe

1O/09

% Disease

GRÀYSVI LLE

o.'t%
2%
4%
8%
6%
5%

11 %

6%

1982

Spray I

'Spray recommendation was generated on the basis of toÈal severity value (rS) and cumulative severity
value (CS); cumulative rating value (Cn) dictated whether a seven-day or five-day spray schedule
cas used.2 Critical level for total severity value-generated recommendation is TS>35.3 Critical level for S-day spray sèhedule is CR>9; otherwise a 7-day schedule is used.1 Critical 1eve1 for cumulative severity value-generated recommendation is CS>!4.

PORTAGE LÀ PRAIRIE

TS2=35 CR3=0

CSa=14 CR=1

% Disease

o%
126
41(
6%
3%
7%
2%
8%

Spray

rs=36 cR=O
CS=22 CR=0

%Disease

GRAYSVI LLE

0r(
0.01%
0.0s%
1%
3%
7%

20 1(

25id
25%
25 1á

'| 984

Spray

TS=37 CR=0
cS=22 cR=0
cS= I I CR=7

PORTAGE LÀ PRÀIRIE

% Disease

0%
07(
0. 01%
0 .1%
0.5%
1%
3%
çq

5%
5%

Spray

T5=36 CR=1
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The 'FASTT program recommended initial applications when disease severi-

ties ranged from less than one percent to about four percent and subsequent

recommendations preceded assessed disease ïncreases.

4.4 DTSCUSSt0N

4.4. I Spore Trappi nq

Variation in spore trapping results was due to several factors: wind

speed, wind direction, other environmental factors, spores of other Alterna-

ria species, and varying production of A. solani spores. Because weather

vane spore traps relied on wind to carry the spores through the trap, the

resultant impaction of spores could have been erratic and inaccurate. Volu-

metric spore traps, of the type described by Gadoury and l'lacHardy (lg8¡) and

Sutton and Jones (1976), which pull a prescribed amount of air past the

trapping surface would have been more accurate. These traps would also have

provided a p¡cture of the total amount of spores per litre of air and varia-

tions of spore numbers throughout the day.

SimilaritiesbetweenVarious@.speciesmayalsoaccountforvar-

iation in spore numbers. Alternaria solani spores are quite simi lar in

morphology to !. brassicae, !. oìeracea, A. !!jjglg, and several other !.

dauci forma speciales (Changsri and l.Jeber, 1963¡ Joly, 1967), some of which

may have been present in.the area. Nearby fields of rapeseed and flax at

both locations may have influenced the counts of {llryþ spp. spores.

The arr ival

the occurrence

I eaf wetness.

full week before the numbers of spores increased. These data support Rands

of spores in spore traps appeared to coincide

of moisture in the form of high relative humidity

There was of.ten a time lag ranging f rom haìf of

loosely with

(RH>90) and

a week to a



(lgtZ), Waggoner and Horsfall (lg6g), and Bashi and Rotem (1975)

that spore production was enhanced by moisture.

Harrison et al (1965a) found most A. solani spores were I iberated during

daylight bethreen the hours of !:00 am and 3:00 pm. Environmental factors

promoting Iiberation of spores were drying of leaves, heating of air creat-

ing updrafts, and wind (Rotem and Reichert, 1964; Waggoner and Horsfal ì,

1969) . Spores hrere also I iberated by rainfal l; however, these spores would

often be washed onto lower leaves or the ground and not into the air (t'lag-

goner and Horsfal l, 1969) .

The fact that the number of spores increased dramatically near the end of

July each year and that this increase remained apparent throughout the sea-

son supported Harrison's (1965a,U) hypothesis that the increase marked the

start of the period of spread of secondary inoculum. He suggested that the

spores trapped to this point were from sporulating lesions on debris left

from the previous year. This also lent credence to Waggoner's (lglÐ hy-

pothesis that spore production is based on a degree-day relationship' where

temperature had additive effects on spore germination. These observations

pointed to a recommendation that no fungicide sprays hrere necessary unt¡l

this time (Harrison, 1965c) . Before this time I ittle inoculum would be

il3

who found

avai lable to infect the crop and a protective fungicide appl ication with

only I imited residual activity would be useless, regardless of environmental

conditions. A spray at this time, however, r^rould protect the crop from the

initial onslaught of secondary inoculum.
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\.\.2 'D i sease

First visible disease symptoms þrere apparent on the crop close to the ar-

rival of secondary inoculum. This information supported the view that no

sprays v'rere necessary until initial disease symptoms appeared (Hodgson et

g!, 1973¡ Lana g! g!, 1976; Nutter, 1978; Nutter and l'lacHardy, 1979; Ohms

and Fenwick, .l961; Teng and Bissonnette, .|985a).

Amount of disease beyond this point was related more to other factors

than spore leveìs. ln 1983 the Portage la Prairie plot succumbed to only 2Z

disease when the Graysviìle plot had nearìy 252 disease severity; spore num-

bers trapped, however, were simi Iar.

No particular focal poìnts starting the early bl ight infections were ob-

served. Perhaps the wind borne {. solani spores landed evenly throughout

the small plots. In the Graysville plots, even distribution of debris from

previous years may also have account,ed for the lack of a focal point of dis-

ease.

When using the assessment key, levels of disease under IZ severity were

based on number of lesions per plant instead of percent area affected

(Anon., 19\7; try, 1977). Plant size was an important factor when consider-

ing accuracy at these low leveìs: on small plants the rating may have been

too low and on large plants the rating may have been too high. Epidemiolo-

gically, the low levels were very important (Zadoks and Schein, 197Ð. Dis-

ease progression from 0.01U to 0..|Î6 has undergone the same lO-foìd increase

as progression from 1oå to'100U. þJhen 502 disease is reached, the epidemic

has reached the mid-time and the start of the terminal phase of the epidem-

ic, during which time most of the damage is done to the crop and treatment

is f'next to uselesstr (Zadoks and Schein, 197Ð.
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Throughout the entire three year study disease levels ranged from 08 to

252. Disease control could have been achieved with fungicide appl ication

(Douglas and Groskopp, 197\i Harrison g! g[, 1965c; Harrison and Venette,

l97O; Haware, | 1971; Teng and Bissonnette, 1985a), but profit from the in-

creased yield due to the appl ication must outv'reigh the costs of the chemical

application to be of value (Jones, 1983; Zadoks and Schein, 197Ð.

4.4 .3 Env i ronment

An attempt was made to monitor environmental conditions within the plant

canopy. When missing data were encountered data were acquired from other

sources when possible, despite the fact that these new macrocl imatic data

would be less reliable (Hirst and Stedman,1956; Wallin and Waggoner' .1950).

A significant relationship was found where regression was used (and equa-

tions þ.,ere tested for goodness-of-f it to reduce unreliability) to predict

relative humidity values within the plant canopy. ln contrast, Crowe et al

(1978) found microcl imatic relative humidity measurements v',ere not signif i-

cantly related to macrocl imatic measurements.

I.lal I in (1963 ,196Ð found that the hours of relative humidity >!O? were

closeìy related to the hours of dew duration; often the two periods were

only one hour different. This close, simple relationship was not apparent

in the current study for either relative humidity variable, hours of RH>908

or hours of RH>852 (Table 20), although when the reìative humidity variables

brere correlated with the hours of leaf wetness, however, significant reìa-

tionships brere found in most cases. For most of the location-years, the re-

lationships were not particularly close-f¡tt¡ng, as demonstrated by both the

coefficients of determination and coefficients of variation. Perhaps cal i-
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bration of the hygrothermographs and the leaf wetness sensors partial ly ac-

counts for the poor fit. Crowe et x! (ì978) found the relationship of dew

with RH>90? to have good correlation, although the results were only accu-

rate locally. Rotem and Reichert (1964) found, however, that dew quite of-

ten occurred when the reìat¡ve humidity at night was not high.

During t982 both Portage la Prairie and Graysville sites fostered similar

early blight severity levels (Figures 5 and 6). 0f the environmental param-

eters monitored, the greatest differences lay with respect to moisture. Al-

though ra i nfal I I evel s h,ere s imi I ar, the number of days wi th more than 5

hours of relative humidity greater than l0? and the number of days with more

than l0 hours of ìeaf wetness recorded at Graysville were almost double the

number recorded at Portage la Prairie. However, the fewer number of days

with this type of moisture must have also been adequate for sporulation,

germination, and infection of A. solani spores at the Portage site.

ln .|983 disease severity was higher at Graysvi I le than at Portage ìa

Prairie (Figures 7 and 8). At the Graysville site, the generally hot year

coupled with only light rainfall put crops under drought stress. There were

17 and l8 days where some rainfaìl was recorded at Portage la Prairie and

Graysvi ì le' respectively. At Portage la Prairie, however, levels of rain-

fall were higher with three days where more than lo mm of rain fell, while

at the Graysville site there h,ere no days with this much rain. Stress has

been shown (f'loore and Thomas, 1943) to be a f actor contr ibut i ng to ear I y

blight. Other moisture factors (leaf wetness) may also have had a role in

altering disease levels.
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ln 1984 disease y,ras once again more severe at Graysvil le than at Portage

la Prairie (Figures 9 and'lO). As in 1982, of the environmental parameters

monitored, the greatest dif f erences v\,ere with respect to moisture, part¡cu-

larly leaf wetness. At Graysville there were twice as many days with more

than l0 hours of leaf wetness recorded than at Portage la Prairie. There

were three times as many days where the temperature during the leaf wetness

period v.,as greater than 200C. Perhaps this al lowed more time for sporula-

tion, uniform spore germination, and penetration.

Rotem and Reichert (1964) reported that infection could occur on foliage

in f ree water within l2 hours at ]OoC or I hours at l5oC . Conditions I ike

these existed most days during July and August at Graysville in both t982

and]984. At Portage la Prairie, however, the above criteria were met only

half of the time in 1982 and much less than half of the t¡me in 1984. This

could account for a lesser disease severity at the Portage la Prairie loca-

tion, particuìarly in 1984.

4.4.4 Cultural Practices

Qther factors may also have contributed to higher disease levels general-

ly found at the Graysvi I le sites. The crop at Graysvi I le was planted ap-

proximately one week earlier each year and on lighter soil. Cultural prac-

t¡ces including ferti I ization were carried out by the producers or in

conjunction with the yield tr¡al. Thus, factors such as nutrition (Barclay

g! gI, 1973; Horsfall and Heuberger, 19\2; Jones and Darling, 1953; Soìtanp-

our and Harrison, 197\l Thomas, 1948), juvenile resistance (Douglas and Pa-

vek, 1972; Harrison et al, \965a; Lana et al, 1976), longer periods of meri-

stematic activity (Barclay g! g!, 1973; Stavely and Slana, l97l), and
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senescence (Harrison g! g!, 1965a; Hooker, t98l¡ Lana et al, 1976) may have

affected host susceptibi I ity to early bl ight. The plots at Graysvi I Ie were

always adjacent to and part of a much larger potato field which was involved

in a short rotation. At Portage la Prairie only ¡n 1982 was the plot part

of a larger field; at the University Station the plots were adjacent to no

more than 4 acres of potatoes and were planted on summer fallow land which

had not been planted to potatoes for at least five years. This may have af-

fected both initial and secondary inoculum levels, undetected by the weather

vane spore traps. This observation supports recommendations for long crop

rotat i ons .

4.4.5 FAST Forecastins Svstem

The FAST program used total severity values and cumulative severity val-

ues for timing of initial and subsequent spray recommendations (Table 2l).

Cumulative rating values played no part in timing of the spray recommenda-

tions, while the reìative humidity value used in creating the rating vaìue

was 9Olb. VJhen the relative humidity value was ìowered to 852, in only one

year did the spray schedule differ, although the same number of sprays were

recommended. Thus, the per i ods of I eaf wetness and temperature dur i ng these

periods were the most important environmental parameters used in the FAST

program. High cumulative severity values reflected conditions favourable

for conidiophore and conidia formation. Shortly after spray appl ications

urere recommended on the basis of high cumulative severity values (within

/-lO days) disease severity usually increased. This period was similar to

the incubation period, providing time for germination, infection, and lesion

development. Thus, it appeared that the FAST program did identify periods

favourable for early bl ight development. Evaluation of final disease sever-
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ities and apparent infection rat,es resulting from commercial spray schedules

and FAST-generated spray schedules would determine the effectiveness of the

FAST sy'stem in controll ing early bl ight under l{anitoba conditions and would

provide further validation of the system.

Presumably use of the FAST-generated spray schedules would ma¡ntain mini-

mal disease severity. In previous val idation of the program with tomatoes

(l'ladden et qI, 1978 Pennypacker g! gI, 1983) , the FAST-generated spray

schedules maintained disease at levels comparable the levels obtained from

weekly spraying. f,Jhere early blight of tubers has not been a problem, the

possibi I ity exists such that the level of disease could be higher without

reaching the economic damage threshold, that is the level of disease where

artificial control is economical ly justifiable (Zadoks and Schein, 197Ð .

\.5 SUllt'lARY

Numbers of trapped {. solani spores increased near the end of July each

year. At this time disease ¡ntensity was quite low; only a few initial le-

sions þrere visible.

Environmental conditions, including temperature, leaf wetness, reìative

humidity, and rainfall, hrere monitored within the plant canopy. Using re-

gression anaìysis data were compared to Environment Canada data recorded at

Portage la Prairie and where missing values of temperature and relative hu-

midity occurred, predicted values were substituted when possible. In 1982

both Portage la Prairie and Graysville sites succumbed to similar amounts of

disease. Graysvi I le general ly had more moisture avai ìable for disease pro-

gression, although the moisture available at the Portage site was also ade-

guate. Disease sever.ity bras more severe at Graysville in 1983. The growing
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season v.ras general ly hotter than in other years and the plot at Graysvil le

appeared to be under drought stress. Graysville also claimed a higher dis-

ease severity in the l!84 season. In this year there were twice as many

days at Graysville where more than l0 hours of leaf wetness were recorded.

0n the basis of environmental data the FAST program (fiaaden et al, 1978),

created to forecast early bl ight on tomatoes, recommended l-J sprays. Ini-
tial sprays hrere recommended at the same time as disease severity hras as-

sessed between OZ-52 and subsequent sprays r^rere recommended shortly before

higher disease severities urere assessed.



Chapter V

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The mid-July inoculation was successful on the basis that disease symP-

toms r^rere apparent throughout the inoculated plots within two weeks after

inoculation. Environmental conditions during that time were often favour-

able for !. solani infection. Rotem and Reichert (.|964) indicated free wa-

ter was essential for A. solani infection and that infection was possible

within I hours at ljoC or l2 hours at lOoC. Therefore, infection was possi-

ble on ten of the days within the turo week period fol ìowing inoculation and

there was an average of more than l'l hours per day of leaf wetness. High

relative humidity periods occurred often during these two weeks as wel l.

Thus, lesion expansion would aìso have been favoured by the moist con-

dit¡ons.

Not al I growth stages were distinguishabìe for both cultivars in both

years; for example the ful I bloom period r^ras not apparent for the cultivar

Russet Burbank in 1983. This could present difficulties if growth stages

were to be used for init¡ating disease monitoring or spraying (Feddersen,

1962; Henderson, 1962) .

W¡th the small range of disease found in 1983, l¡ttle could be predicted.

However, with the broader range of severities on both cultivars in 1984r Fe-

gression can be used to analyze and predict y¡eld losses. Generally several

years¡ results and val idation of regression models using new data are re-

quired for accurate yield loss prediction (James, 197\; James and Teng,

- t2t
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lg79). From field trial resuìts the damage threshold (Zadoks and Schein,

197Ð may be de'termined. Once the producer knows the amount of yield at

risk with a certain amount of disease, he can compare costs, including cost

of labour and of spray application, with profits gained from the increased

yield resulting from the spray application. Only when the prof¡ts outwe¡gh

the costs would it be advisable to spray.

ln 1984 with a maximum of almost 152 disease, no significant yield dif-

ferences with respect to treatment were obtained for the cultivar Russet

Burbank. This would suggest that until disease levels passed this point no

artificial control measures would be necessary, provided earìy blight of tu-

bers was not a problem. lf this is the case, the FAST program indicated an

abundance of sprays in the fol lowing location-years: Portage la Prai-

rie-l 982,-1984, and Graysvi I le-.|982 (due to missing data in 1983, the FAST

program was not used to recommend spray schedules at either location).

Thus, the FAST program would require modification to reduce the number of

spray recommendations. The modification could incìude altering the time of

the initial spray by changing the recommended peak total severity leveì, by

starting environmental monitoring later, oi by monitoring disease level and

using FAST-based schedul ing only af ter a certain level of disease v,,as

reached. Disease monitoring carried out concurrently, would continually

test the validity and accuracy of the FAST system.

The Norland cultivar succumbed to a broader range of disease ¡n the 1984

yield triaì and significant yield losses in the absence of fungicide treat-

ments brere observed. Weekly sprayed plots significantly outyielded un-

sprayed plots and plots sprayed only twice during the season, but not plots

sprayed four times during the season. Thus, it bras possible to reduce the

number of sprays w¡thout significantly affecting yield. With proper timing'
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it may be possible to further reduce the number of sprays required to keep

disease in check whi le maintaining yield. When comparing ¡nit¡al assess-

ments of disease, ¡t is apparent that the initial spray application was of

little benefit.

Based on the 1984 results, the FAST program also has potential to ensure

less disease in the Norland cultivar. One spray recommendation was generat-

ed by the FAST program for the Portage la Prairie site. When comparing tim-

ing of the recommended spray with disease severity of uninoculated plots, it

is apparent that the recommended application would have taken place approxi-

mately lO days before arjump' in severity to about 3?. A second large in-

crease in percent severity occurred by week '13. A spray controll ing this

increase would also be beneficial. Altering the criticaì level of cumula-

tive severity value (CS) to CS>9 would generate a second spray recommenda-

tion approximately l0 days before this increase in severity.

Thus, it appears that different cultivars have different requirements for

an'adequate'spray schedule. Before the FAST program could be used relia-

bly with potatoes in Ìtanitoba, the total severity value, the cumulative

severity value, and the cumulative rating value would have to be evaluated.

Val idation of the system would require the conduct of field trials' where

FAST-generated spray schedules were compared to other spray schedules by

comparing early bl ight disease progression and yield. Al I cuìtivars where

the FAST program had potentiaì use h,ould require individual testing.

Further testing with a broader range of disease levels would indicate at

which level disease control prevents significant yield loss and at which

level disease becomes uncontainable with any amount of control. Final dis-



ease intensities ranging

ease would improve yield

from vi rtual I y di sease-free

prediction values.
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levels of IOOZ dís-to



The following conclusions were based on research of early blight on the cul-

tivars Russet Burbank and Norìand on unirrigated fields.

l. The disease ranges obtained in these triaìs htere not broad enough to

provide an accurate assessment of early bl ight-induced yield loss

currently occurring in f,lanitoba; however, trends toward reduced yield

Chapter Vl

GENERAL CONCLUS I ONS

as early bl ight intensity increased þrere apparent.

2. lt was possible to control disease with a reduced number of fungicide

appl ications as compared to weekly appl ications.

3. Spraying to control early bl ight was unnecessary before Alternaria

. solani spore loads increased, usually in late July.

4. Initial symptoms generally appeared just before or about the same

time as the dramatic increase in spore loads v,ras apparent.

5. Qnce substantial increases in spore loads were detected, subsequent

spore monitoring consistently revealed high levels of spores through-

out the season.

6. The cultivar Norland uras more sensitive to early bìight infection be-

cause of physiological age and earì ier maturity, smal ler maximum leaf

area, or other factors.

7. The cultivar Norland v,,as more susceptible to the mid-July inoc-

ulation, also for the above reasons.

125'



8. Interplot interference possibly

ed by wind-vane spore traps, and

ities of aìl plots.

9. The FAST program

bl ight development

10. Leaf wetness data

ters having the most impact on FAST-generated spray

ll. The FAST system has potential use in llanitoba for

schedules which provide efficient control of early

val idation of the system should be carried out with

vars for which use of the program is intended.

126

created higher spore ìoads, undetect-

contributed to higher disease sever-

appeared to detect periods

in Hanitoba.

and temperature data were the environmental parame-

favourable for early

schedu I es .

predi cti ng spray

bl ight; however,

any potato cuìti-



Chapter Vl I

GENERAL RECOI,1I4ENDAT I ONS

1. Spore levels and disease severity should be monitored regularly to

provide insight on timing of initial spray appl ication.

2. Initial spraying of unirrigated potato fields shouìd commence when a

significant influx of Alternaria solani spores is detected by spore

trapping, usual ly mid- to late-July.

3. Aìternatively, initial spraying should commence when initial symptoms

are first visibìe' usual ly mid- to late-July.

4. Once substantial increases in A. solani spore loads are detected,

further spore monitoring is unnecessary.

5. Further research is recommended in the area of spray predictions on

the basis of environmental conditions. Val idation of the FAST pro-

gram for use with potatoes in Hanitoba is recommended.

When irrigation is used, f ields should be monitored individually.fc

Permissible levels of di sease--threshold levels--should be determi ned

6.

7.

from future yield trials.

8. lf a forecasting system is adoptedr ilorìitoring disease is important

to ensure system is working accurately. In event of a system failure

and the epidemic does progress, a spray program of regular frequent

f ungicide appl ications should be re¡nstated.¡t

9. . The inherent risks associated with any rlate warning' program should

be understood before a program of this nature is used.¡r

¡t Recommendation was not derived from this research.
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Bì i ght
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0.0l

0.1

1.0
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Append i x A

EARLY BL I GHT ASSESSI4ENT KEY

(z)

No disease symptoms.

! infected leaflets per l0 Plants;
2 I ightly infected leaves per l0 plants.

! infected leaflets per plant¡
2 I ightly infected leaves per plant.

up to l0 spots per plant, or general
I ight spott¡ng.

About 50 spots per plant or up to I leaflet
in ten attacked.

Nearly every leaflet with ìesions' plants
sti I I retaining normal form: field may
smell of blight, but looks green
although every plant affected.

Every plant affected and about 5O"4 of leaf
area destroyed; field looks green flecked
wi th brown.

About 759é of leaf area destroyed: fieìd
looks neither predominantly brown nor green

Description

50

75

95

100

of I nfectionr

Adopted from Anon. (f947) and Fry (1977).

Only a few leaves left green, but stems green.

All leaves dead, stems dead or dying.
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Append i x B

STANDARD AREA D I AGRA}I OF POTATO LEAVES
INJURY (Z) '

(1,: l:t'1 t (irr.rs'r'slir'Ñ l'l:ll:tts,t\:l')\'.\l,t''\'l'lNt; Ittlt'r'ltt l't:rl'lllt ltt

SHOWI NG EARLY BL I GHT

lrl

1ú

stlt)

l)i;,{t;r¡¡rl¡r;rli, ,lr;rrl slt,,rrirrg Irrrrl rrl;rgtr "f r'¡¡rll l'lißlrl it'jttrr'tttt ¡r.lrtl" lr':trt'

I Granovsky and Peterson (1954) .
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Appendix C

SEVERITY VALUES AS DETER}IINED BY I'FASTII

Early blight of tomato disease severity values as a function of leaf

wetness period and average ambient air temperature during the wetness

per i od. 1

l4ean

Temperature

(c)

Leaf-wetting time (hr) required

sever i ty va I ues z

t3-17

1 8-20

21-25

26-29

I From lladden, Pennypacker, and llacNab (1978).

The scale of S-values range from 0 (environmental condit¡ons favourable

for !!..gryþ solani spore formation) to 4 (highly favorable

condit¡ons.)

0-6

0-3

o-2

0-3

to produce da i ì y

of:

7-15

4-8

3-5

4-8

r 6-20

9-15

6-12

9-15

21+

t6-22

13-20

16-22

23-2\

2t-2\

23'2\

r4r



Early blight of tomato disease

function of average ambient air

humidity greater than 902, and

Appendix D

RATING VALUES AS DETERI.IINED BY IIFASTII

Temperature 2

(c)

severity rating values as a

temperature' hours of relative

total rai nfal I . r

<22

>22

<22

<22

<22

>22

>22

>22

Hours

RH>90u 3

<60

<60

>60

<60

>60

>60

<60

>60

Tota I

Raina

I
2

3

+

5

f,ladden, Pennypacker , and llacNab ( I 978) .

Average Temperature for past five days.
Hours RH>90U for past five daYs.
Total rainfall for past seven days (cm).
Disease severity rating scale: 0 indicates environmental conditions
unfavorable for Alternaria solani spore formation and infection of
tomato; 3 indicates that conditions are highly favorable.

<2.5

<2.5

<2.5

>2.5

>2.5

<2.5

>2.5

>2.5

Rs
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